SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING AGENDA
October 15, 2020
8:30 a.m.
Web Conference - Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/95989814843?pwd=UGh5R0ZmS1VacUo4TkZXL2VxZzBLZz09
Meeting ID: 959 8981 4843
Password: 128255
Dial by your location
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
1.

Call to Order, Roll Call and Announcements

2.

Public Comments

3.

Approval of Agenda

4.

Consent Agenda
A.

Minutes from the Board Meeting of August 20, 2020 ............................................... 3
Minutes from the Special Board Meeting of August 27, 2020 ................................. 13

B.

August 2020 Blanket Voucher & Payroll Approval Form:
a.
Checks 13498 - 13592, for a total of $2,278,590.60
b.
Payroll Direct Deposit, in the amount of $1,104,744.66
September 2020 Blanket Voucher & Payroll Approval Form:
a.
Checks 13593 – 13694, for a total of $948,837.38
b.
Payroll Direct Deposit, in the amount of $1,110,144.32

C.

5.

Old Business
A.

Tertiary Center

B.

Committee and Board Appointments

C.

Future Facility

D.

Managed Laptop Equipment Sales (Granite Falls & Sultan) .................................. 16

E.

APF - Darrington Internet User Association Colocation.......................................... 22

F.

Investigation Updates

G. Accredited Center of Excellence (ACE) ................................................................. 24
6.

New Business
A.

APF - RRP New Site Leases ............................................................................... 28
https://sno911.box.com/s/su01quwebmr6ydn8i6swme3vs1y34qsm
a.
b.
c.

Cultus Bay – ICOM Lease Agreement
Cultus Bay – South Whidbey Fire Lease Agreement
Mill Creek Lease Agreement

B.

APF - Tyler Hardware Replacement & Resolution ................................................ 29

C.

APF - Ionic Air Purification System ....................................................................... 32

D.

APF - Moratorium on New Radio Site Colocation Requests ................................. 33
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7.

8.

Reports
A.

Agency Reports.................................................................................................... 34

B.

Radio Replacement Project (RRP) ....................................................................... 48

C.

Police TAC

D.

Fire TAC .............................................................................................................. 55

Committee Reports
A.

Finance Committee .............................................................................................. 58
a.

9.

Third Quarter Financial Report ...................................................................... 61

B.

Personnel Committee

C.

County EESCS Committee (formerly County E911 Office)

D.

County ECSF Program Advisory Board

E.

Future Facility – no meeting

F.

Board Technical Leadership – no meeting

Executive Session (if needed)

10.

Good of the Order

11.

Adjourn
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
BOARD of DIRECTORS MEETING
August 20, 2020

Board Members
& Management
in Attendance

Alternate
Board Members
in Attendance

Guests and
Staff in
Attendance

Jon Nehring (President)
Chris Alexander

Marysville
Mukilteo Fire

Dan Templeman
Judy Tuohy

Everett Police
Everett

Jeff Brand
David Chan

SCSO Undersheriff
South County Fire

Jonathan Ventura
Kurt Mills

Arlington Police
Snohomish Co 911

Dave DeMarco
John Dyer

Everett Fire
Lake Stevens Police

Terry Peterson
Angie Baird

Snohomish Co 911
Snohomish Co 911

Steve Guptill
George Hurst

Fire District 7
Lynnwood

Brad Steiner
Steve Lawlor

Snohomish Co 911
Snohomish Co 911

James Lawless
Susan Neely

Edmonds Police
Snohomish County

Andie Burton
Brad Cattle

Snohomish Co 911
Legal Counsel

Darryl Neuhoff
Pam Pruitt

Marysville Fire
Mill Creek

Jordan Stephens

Legal Counsel

Pete Caw
John DeRousse

Mountlake Terrace PD
Everett Police

Cheol Kang
Ken Klein

Mukilteo Police
Snohomish County

Steve Fox
Brett Gailey

Fire District 5
Lake Stevens

Rich Llewellyn
James Nelson

Everett Fire
Lynnwood Police

Thad Hovis
Ian Huri

South County Fire
SCSO Bureau Chief

Paul Roberts
Don Waller

Everett
Fire District 4

Kristiana Johnson

Edmonds

Roy Waugh

Fire District 7

Howard Tucker, SNO911

AGENDA ITEMS

Jim Smith, City of Lynnwood

Sharon Brendle, SNO911

REPORTS & COMMENTS

1. Call to Order,
Roll Call, and
Announcements

The meeting was called to order at 8:30am by President Jon
Nehring.
 Deputy Director Peterson took a roll call and verified there was
a quorum.

2. Public
Comments &
Announcements

 No Public Comments.
 Deputy Director Peterson announced that the Small Police
Caucus previously met and selected Pam Pruitt as a new
board member. The Medium Police Caucus met earlier this
morning and selected George Hurst as board member and
Chief James Nelson as the first alternate.
 Executive Director Kurt Mills plans to bring this topic up later in
the meeting, but he will be asking the board to consider
canceling the September meeting.

3. Approval of
Agenda

ACTION OR
FOLLOW-UP

Director Mills proposed a couple of changes to the meeting
agenda:
 Strike item C under Old Business (Procurement Policy
Update). This will be brought to a future meeting.
 Flip the order of 9 and 10 (Investigation and Separation
Agreement), and along with Item 11 (Executive Session),
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address them immediately following New Business.
Chief John Dyer moved to approve the agenda as adjusted.
Chief Lawless seconded.
Commissioner Chan requested that the Executive Session be
limited to board and alternate board members only, and to not
include staff or attorneys. President Nehring responded that he will
allow the attorney, but staff will be excluded.
President Nehring called for the vote and the motion was Agenda
approved
approved unanimously.
President Nehring later clarified that staff will be included for the
first portion of the executive session relating to the separation
agreement. He will also allow staff to make comments regarding
the investigation before they will be asked to leave the meeting.
4. Consent
Agenda:
Minutes and
Blanket
Voucher &
Payroll
Approval Form

Councilmember George Hurst moved to approve Consent
Agenda items A and B, including the meeting minutes of the
Board on July 16, 2020, the July 2020 Blanket Voucher and
Payroll Approval Form including checks 13394-13497 for a
total of $1,244,087.21, and the Payroll Direct Deposit in the
amount of $1,101,598.09.

Consent Agenda

Chief John Dyer seconded, and the motion passed Approved
unanimously.
5. Old Business

A. Presentation of the 2021 Draft Budget and Capital Plan.
Operating Budget. The director explained that this is the
same budget that the board reviewed in July. The only
difference is that the Capital Plan is also included. He shared
a PP presentation that highlighted some areas in the budget.
This presentation was included in the meeting packet. He also
reported that this is the third year that assessments have been
reduced for the user agencies, which results in an accumulated
savings of over $4 million. This savings is attributed to the
operational efficiencies that were gained in the consolidation,
the staff reductions, and the reductions in maintenance and
operation costs.
Budget savings include the additional finance position (which
was identified as needed for SERS prior to the merger, but
wasn’t funded). It also includes the 7 dispatch training positions
that were approved by the board in 2018, which helps the
center stay ahead of attrition, manage OT and ensure
appropriate staffing levels. The $1.2 million of emergency sales
tax revenue is also included in this figure.
Next he presented a spreadsheet that compared user agency
assessments of 2021 with those assessed in 2020. Besides a
few that will see an increase in assessments as a result of an
increase in the calls for service, agencies overall saw a
reduction.
Capital Plan. Some highlights include:
 UPS Replacement. This is a necessary, but expensive
replacement that needs to occur periodically, and is in
addition to regular battery replacements.
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Tyler Hardware. The agency is using the same
hardware that was in place when they went live with the
system. They are running out of space for the amount
of data that needs to be saved.
 Future Facility Needs. This has been around since the
SNOPAC days and is basically a placeholder with the
understanding that eventually decisions will need to be
made as to whether they stay in the current building and
renovate it or will look for a new facility.
 Generator Replacement. At some point the large
generators at the north facility will need to be replaced.
This includes not only the generators but would involve
replacing the switches and bringing electrical up to the
current code. He said they hope by the end of the year
they will have more of a plan on what the future will look
like which will help guide them in determining the
direction they take regarding future maintenance on the
building.
 Financial Consultant. This topic was addressed in the
Finance Committee. This involves bringing in a
consultant to perform an analysis on the software and
financial systems, post consolidation and merger. Staff
is working on a scope of work that will go to the Finance
Committee, then on to the Board for final approval.
Also included in the packet are lists that show Capital Plan
changes in 2020, as well as a list of retired projects since 2018.
Director of Finance & Human Resources, Angie Baird,
commented that this has been a very unusual year, and they
do not know if all the projects that had been scheduled will get
completed this year. She explained that they may bring the
Capital Plan back to the Board in December in order to move
projects over to the next year.
Deputy Director Brad Steiner spoke about the radio tower sites
that still need to be maintained with funds separate from the
Radio Replacement Project. They are in the process of
developing a more routine cost model for planning future
maintenance projects. He also spoke about future vehicle
plans for the Wireless group. They have discovered that the
size of the Sno-Cat is the driving force on what kind and size
of vehicles they get. His staff is looking to sell the current SnoCat and replace it with a smaller version that would still perform
the needed functions, while not requiring such large tow
vehicles. He has obtained some quotes for a replacement and
have put it in the budget.
There were a few questions and some brief discussion.
President Nehring thanked Director Mills and Director Baird
and their staff for their hard work on these budgets. Action for
this item requires a super majority.
Chief Alexander moved to approve the 2021 Draft Budget
and the Capital Plan. The motion was seconded by
County Executive Director Susan Neely and approved
unanimously.

Staff to work on
Financial
Consultant
Scope of Work

2021 Budget
Approved
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B. APF – 2021 RRP Budget Advisory to the ECS&F Program
Advisory Board. Deputy Director Steiner presented this
proposal that was included in the meeting packet. He reported
that this request has already received preliminary approval
from Brian Haseleu at the County. The budget for this project
must be re-requested each year, even if it include funds that
were requested and allocated for the current year. He went on
to explain that the project has already expended about $30
million of the budget. He said that they have had a good
experience with ADCOMM being on board to help with
management, organization and quality checks. Addressing the
contingency funds, the deputy director reported that around $2
million has been utilized to offset the additional costs in the
subscriber units (XE and Encryption models for Fire). They
have also included a placeholder for the additional scope in
adding the Tulalip Tribe as a radio user. They continue working
with the Tribal Police to determine their technical needs and
requirements. The final amount for this additional scope will be
brought to the Advisory Board for an official request. This
budget amount also includes funds that will be redistributed to
the agencies for those that have opted out of installation by
Motorola.
Undersheriff Jeff Brand moved to recommend that the
SNO911 Board recommend to the County the proposed
2021 Radio Replacement Budget as presented in the total
of $19,955,504. The motion was seconded by
Councilmember Hurst and approved unanimously.
C. Procurement Policy Update. This item was struck from
today’s agenda.
D. Electronic Signature Policy. Director Baird explained that
the policy will allow the agency to accept electronic signatures,
either by Adobe, scanned or faxed, for contracts, resolutions
or agreements. This eliminates the requirement of a wet
signature. Following some discussion, it was agreed to add the
words “legal representative” under Paragraph 3.
Chief Jim Lawless moved to approve the policy with the
addition of the words “legal representative” under
Paragraph 3. The motion was seconded by Chief
Alexander and approved unanimously.
E. Discussion on Delegation of Sole Source Approval
Authority. Deputy Director Peterson explained that sole
source approval allows governmental agencies to by-pass
competitive bidding requirements when certain criteria are met.
SNO911’s existing procurement policy allows the agency to
make sole source purchases. Currently, these are all brought
to the board for prior approval, such as the case with the ASAP
to PSAP project that was approved in June by the board, but
was brought back a month later for sole source approval. The
issue in question today is whether the sole source justification
document needs to always be brought back to the governing
board for approval or is the board willing to delegate that
approval to the Executive Director or their designee. This
would not change any of the criteria that would still have to be
met in order for a sole source to be determined. Director Baird

2021 RRP
Budget
approved

Policy approved
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confirmed that that determination is not based on any dollar
amount. It either qualifies for sole source or it doesn’t. The
deputy director also explained that this would not conflict with
any existing requirements in the procurement policy that sets
restrictions based on dollar amounts. He added that those
purchases relating to emergency declarations are a separate
matter. For those emergency purchases the procurement
policy contains language that allows the Executive Director to
make purchases and by-pass bid requirements in the event of
an emergency. Board ratification is then sought at the next
meeting.
Director Mills explained that the rationale of bringing this issue
to the board for direction relates to the routine needs of the
RRP and the effort to keep things moving on schedule. If there
are multiple events where purchasing keeps gets delayed by
30 days it could potentially delay the overall project.
Because there was no clear consensus after the discussion on
this issue, the director said they plan on discussing it further at
the next Finance Committee meeting for incorporation into the
procurement policy.
F. WT Site Lease and Easement. Deputy Director Steiner
explained that they are in the process of reviewing all the
leases and updating them where necessary. This site is critical
and the easement renewal will allow them continued access to
the King Lake site. A copy of this easement has been included
in the meeting packet. There was a cost increase for this which
ended up being a smaller yearly growth factor than the other
tenants at the site. This agreement also includes a $2,000
payment to the private owner to help off-set his legal costs in
arranging this deal. He added that there was another land
lease just approved for the site on Whidbey Island. This lease
will reduce the agency’s annual costs from $60,000 to $10.
Legal has reviewed the easement. He is asking for approval to
move forward with this document.
Chief Alexander moved to approve the easement for the
King Lake property as presented. The motion was
seconded by Chief Lawless and approved unanimously.
G. Tertiary Center Extension and Reimbursement Summary.
Director Mills thanked the finance team for their wonderful work
on seeking out grant funds for this site. He reported they have
been approved for reimbursement from FEMA up to 75% of the
total costs. They have received a check in the amount of
$61,000 and expect another in the same amount. In addition
to those funds, the EESCS Board also approved
reimbursement of up to $100,000 of any remaining expenses
not previously reimbursed by FEMA. The director thinks that all
costs for the Tertiary Center will be covered. He is looking for
support from the Board to continue to occupy the site through
the end of the year. He explained that they’re staffing it during
high volume events as well as holding their training academies
there. The board had no concerns with its continued use.
H. Committee Appointments. Deputy Director Peterson
directed the board to the handout provided in the packet and
listed those committees that show vacancies following the

Topic to be
brought back
after further
discussion at
Finance
Committee

Easement
approved
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retirement of former Mayor Bob Colinas. After some discussion
the following action took place:
ECSFP Advisory Board (Prop. 1 – Emergency
Communications Systems and Facilities Program). This
appointment carried a requirement that the vacant SNO911
board member representative be an elected city official.
Receiving no interest for this committee prior to the meeting,
the deputy director will reach out again to any board members
that meet the criteria.
Future Facility Committee. Following the decision by
Executive Director Susan Neely to step down from the
committee because of her upcoming retirement, this left two
vacancies to fill.
Chief John Dyer moved to appoint Undersheriff Jeff Brand
and Assistant Chief Rich Llewellyn. The motion was
seconded by Chief Lawless and approved unanimously.

Future Facility
new committee
members: Jeff
Brand and Rich
Llewellyn.

Finance Committee. Mayor Pam Pruitt and Assistant Chief
Llewellyn removed their names from consideration.
Deputy Chief Darryl Neuhoff moved to appoint
Undersheriff Jeff Brand to the committee. The motion was
seconded by Councilmember Hurst and approved
unanimously.

Jeff Brand will
serve on the
Finance
Committee

EESCS Committee (Enhanced Emergency Services
Communication System).
Deputy Chief Neuhoff nominated Chief Chris Alexander.
The nomination was seconded by Executive Director
Neely and approved unanimously.
I.

A second email
will be sent out
to the board on
this.

Proposed ILA and Bylaw Changes. Deputy Director
Peterson explained that these changes deal with qualifications
to serve as a governing board member. These changes were
discussed in June and are included in the meeting packet. The
changes also required a 30 day notice that was sent out to all
member agencies before a vote could be taken. Nothing was
received following the notice, so the board was asked to take
final action with a super majority vote in order to approve the
changes.

Chris Alexander
will serve on the
EESCS
committee
Information on
meeting times
will be
distributed to
the new
committee
members.

Deputy Chief Neuhoff moved to accept the changes in the
ILA under Section 6.b Qualifications to Serve, and the ILA and Bylaw
changes were
Bylaws, under Section 2.1 Board Membership. The motion approved
was seconded by Chief Alexander and approved
unanimously.
6. New Business

A. Telework Policy. Director Baird explained that this policy
would cover those employees working remotely. In addition to
practice during Covid-19, this policy would allow eligible
employees to work remotely even after the pandemic. It also
includes steps on how to make the request including
expectations and rules that govern working remotely, along
with requiring an acknowledgement by the employee. This Telework policy
approved.
policy was discussed at the Personnel Committee.
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Chief Alexander moved to approve the Telework Policy as
presented. The motion was seconded by Chief Dyer and
approved unanimously.
Executive
Session

President Jon Nehring recessed the Snohomish County 911 Board
of Directors into Executive Session at 10:05 a.m., for the purpose
of discussing the performance of a public employee and for
discussing complaints brought against a public officer, under the
authority of RCW 42.30.110 (1)(g) and RCW 42.30.110 (1)(f),
respectively.
The first part of the Executive Session will take approximately 10
minutes with the Executive Director, Director of Finance and
Human Resources, and both Deputy Directors in attendance.
Following that discussion, only the Board and Alternate members,
along with Attorney Brad Cattle, will be allowed.
The entire Executive Session is estimated to last 30 minutes and
will conclude by 10:35 AM, with action anticipated at the
conclusion.
 Executive Session was extended at: 10:35 for 15 minutes
 Executive Session was extended at: 10:50 for 15 minutes
 Executive Session was extended at: 11:05 for 10 minutes
 Executive Session was extended at: 11:15 for 5 minutes
 Executive Session was extended at: 11:20 for 3 minutes
 Executive Session was extended at: 11:23 for 2 minutes
The executive session ended at 11:25 a.m.

Reconvene of
Regular
Session

The meeting was reconvened at 11:27 a.m. President Nehring
reported that the Board wished to take the following general action
in regards to Commissioner Chan:
Chief Lawless moved and Chief Dyer seconded the following
motion: That Commissioner Chan write a letter expressing the
way in which his comments might have been perceived, even
though they were not his intention, and that he is committed
to try to better communicate and is willing and open to take
courses that the agency may recommend that could assist
him in doing so. A friendly amendment was suggested by
Chief Alexander to add that the board supports and agrees to
follow the agency’s discrimination and anti-harassment
policies. The amendment was accepted by both Chief Lawless
and Chief Dyer. The motion was approved unanimously.

Board approved
a directive for
Commissioner
Chan.

7. and 8. Reports

President Nehring had to excuse himself to attend another
appointment, and asked Chief Alexander to take over to finish the
meeting. Because of the length of the meeting, Agency and
Committee reports will not be given.

9. Good of the
Order



Director Mills reported that Deputy Director Steiner will email Email outlining
an important update to the Board regarding the RRP. This updates to the
RRP will be sent
email will be included and made a part of these minutes.



The director is also asking if the board is supportive that the
September meeting be cancelled. He explained that they do To be decided at
not anticipate any additional action that will need to be taken the special
next month, and there are some staff that will be on vacation. meeting.



Chief Alexander spoke of the need to conclude their Executive
Session regarding the Investigation. Deputy Neuhoff thinks

later today.
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that the action that was discussed during today’s executive A special
session should take place in a timely fashion and not be meeting to be
pushed out for 60 days. There was consensus that an scheduled.
abbreviated agenda be done for the next meeting, which could
be held on a different day.
8. Adjourned

Chief Dyer moved to adjourn the meeting at 11:35 a.m.
The date and time of the next meeting of the Snohomish County
911 Board of Directors will be announced.
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brad Steiner
Andie Burton; Angie Baird; Brad Cattle; Brad Steiner; Brett Gailey; Cheol Kang; Chris Alexander; Dan
Templeman; Darryl Neuhoff; Dave DeMarco; David Chan; Don Waller; Doug Dahl; George Hurst; Ian Huri; James
Lawless; James Nelson; Jeff Brand; John DeRousse; John Dyer; Jon Nehring; Jonathan Ventura; Jordan
Stephens; Judy Tuohy; Katie Karr; Ken Klein; Kristiana Johnson; Kurt Mills; Marlin Herolaga; Pam Pruitt; Paul
Roberts; Pete Caw; Rich Llewellyn; Roy Waugh; Sharon Brendle; Steve Fox; Steve Guptill; Steve Lawlor; Susan
Neely; Terry Peterson; Thad Hovis
Sharon Brendle
RRP Updates
Thursday, August 20, 2020 3:09:29 PM

Dear Board Members,
Since our meeting went long today, it was suggested that I email out my RRP updates and we have a
few good news items to share:
1.

P25 Radio Coverage/Design Locked Down: As mentioned at the previous Board meeting,
the PPC requested a second look by Motorola to determine if the coverage performance
could be improved for the Camano Island area without significant degradation in Snohomish
County. Motorola did a good job in optimizing coverage for Camano, but the best solution
that was available provided a 0.5% reduction in performance for the portable service area.
After presentation and review the PCC, Police- and Fire-TAC were all in agreement to keep
the design as is. Police-TAC made a recommendation that SNO911 look to provide alternate
means of communication at 800 MHz for Camano Island, which we will do when we revisit
the interoperability study early next year. This agreement means that the coverage design is
now considered “locked down” and we can move ahead with licensing and construction
tasks.

2.

Mobile and Portable Programming Approved: Both TACs formally approved the mobile
and portable programming templates. This culminates many months of work by the
respective template committees and has resulted in a net reduction in programming
templates. This allows for easier maintenance and some common functions and
assignments between law and fire radios which may simplify training and uses under
extreme emergencies. All programming materials have been given to Motorola to begin
developing the “code plugs” for the various radio configurations on schedule.

3.

Portable Installation Schedule Shared: The TACs also received a schedule that detailed the
planned delivery dates for portable radios for each agency. A similar schedule for the mobile
radios is under development and should be ready for the next TAC meeting. The agencies
will play an integral part in keeping the deployment schedule through timely entry/updates
of their radio assignments in the Records Management System so that we can re-assign their
existing radio ID numbers in a timely manner.

4.

WAVE Installation and Testing Completed: We have completed our installation and testing
of WAVE, and are in the process of preparing a technology briefing and pilot program
presentation for the next TAC meeting. We will present an overview of the WAVE system, its
operational advantages (and disadvantages), and suggest testing groups and methodologies
for each TAC to consider. The goal will be to create a pilot test that thoroughly tests the
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desired functionality specifically for each user group (law & fire) to determine if future
investment in the WAVE system is warranted.
5.

Paging System Design: With the lockdown of coverage, we are moving closer to completing
the Design Review with Motorola. Two major items remain which are the microwave and
paging systems. We received confirmation this week that NORCOM has removed itself from
the RRP and will therefore detach itself from our combined paging system when we
upgrade. For Snohomish County, this could mean a loss of coverage relative to today’s
paging system. We have asked Motorola and their paging vendor (SONIK) to create a revised
design to maximize the coverage in Snohomish County with the remaining 21 sites. A
schedule to complete this re-design has not been established yet, but is a top priority for us.

6.

SNO911 Web-Page for Agency Questions: We continue to build the SNO911 WT web-page
and have now added a web-form where agencies can submit requests for service. While the
web-page is still a work in progress, we would encourage this form for any technical/project
questions or request that an agency may have. The goal is to ensure that agencies have a
way to reach multiple representatives of WT to ensure timely responses to any and all
requests.

As always, please do not hesitate to reach out should you have any questions, and thank you for
your support!
--Brad Steiner | Deputy Director, Wireless Technology
Snohomish County 911 | 1121 SE Everett Mall Way, Suite 200, Everett, WA 98208
Office: 360-913-7916 | Email: bsteiner@sno911.org
Help starts here!
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
SPECIAL BOARD of DIRECTORS MEETING
August 24, 2020

Board Members
& Management
in Attendance

Alternate
Board Members
in Attendance

Guests and
Staff in
Attendance

Jon Nehring (President)
Chris Alexander

Marysville
Mukilteo Fire

Dan Templeman
Judy Tuohy

Everett Police
Everett

Jeff Brand
David Chan

SCSO Undersheriff
South County Fire

Jonathan Ventura
Kurt Mills

Arlington Police
Snohomish Co 911

Dave DeMarco
John Dyer

Everett Fire
Lake Stevens Police

Terry Peterson
Angie Baird

Snohomish Co 911
Snohomish Co 911

Steve Guptill
George Hurst

Fire District 7
Lynnwood

Brad Steiner
Steve Lawlor

Snohomish Co 911
Snohomish Co 911

James Lawless
Susan Neely

Edmonds Police
Snohomish County

Andie Burton
Brad Cattle

Snohomish Co 911
Legal Counsel

Darryl Neuhoff
Pam Pruitt

Marysville Fire
Mill Creek

Jordan Stephens

Legal Counsel

Pete Caw
John DeRousse

Mountlake Terrace PD
Everett Police

Cheol Kang
Ken Klein

Mukilteo Police
Snohomish County

Steve Fox
Brett Gailey

Fire District 5
Lake Stevens

Rich Llewellyn
James Nelson

Everett Fire
Lynnwood Police

Thad Hovis
Ian Huri

South County Fire
SCSO Bureau Chief

Paul Roberts
Don Waller

Everett
Fire District 4

Kristiana Johnson

Edmonds

Roy Waugh

Fire District 7

Sharon Brendle, SNO911

AGENDA ITEMS

REPORTS & COMMENTS

1. Call to Order,
Roll Call, and
Announcements

This special meeting was called to order at 3:35 pm by President
Jon Nehring.

Summary of
issues
remaining from
August 20, 2020

President Nehring asked Attorney Brad Cattle to summarize the
status of issues remaining following the August 20th SNO911
Board meeting.

ACTION OR
FOLLOW-UP

A staff member took roll call and verified there was a quorum.

2. Public
Comments

No Public Comments.

3. Approval of
Agenda

Deputy Chief Darryl Neuhoff moved to approve the agenda as
presented. The motion was seconded by Assistant Chief Guptill Agenda
approved
and approved unanimously.

4. Executive
Session

President Jon Nehring recessed the Snohomish County 911 Board
of Directors into Executive Session at 3:52, for the purpose of
reviewing an investigation and discussing complaints brought
against a public officer, under the authority of RCW 42.30.110
(1)(f).
Only the Board and Alternate members, along with Attorney Brad
Cattle, were allowed in Executive Session.
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The Executive Session began at 3:55, and it was estimated to last
15 minutes and was scheduled to conclude by 4:10 pm, with action
expected at the conclusion.
 Executive Session was extended at: 4:10 for 10 minutes
 Executive Session was extended at: 4:20 for 10 minutes
 Executive Session was extended at: 4:30 for 5 minutes
The executive session ended at 4:35 pm.
Reconvene to
Regular Session

President Nehring reconvened the Board back into regular session
at 4:40 pm.
Following a request from a board member as to who would be
voting, the following were named:
David Chan
Darryl Neuhoff
Susan Neely
Jon Nehring
Jonathan Ventura

Thad Hovis
Chris Alexander
Dan Templeman
Jim Lawless

Steve Guptill
Jeff Brand
Judy Tuohy
George Hurst

Chief Jim Lawless made the following motion: As a result of
the employee investigation, having been reviewed and
discussed by the board, it is agreed that Commissioner Chan
will attend employee relations training at the expense of the
board, and Commissioner Chan will also issue a statement Motion passed
publicly addressing those findings. The motion was seconded
by Councilmember George Hurst and approved, with
Commissioner Chan abstaining.
Chief Dan Templeman moved to recognize the investigation
conducted by the Seabold Group involving previous Board
Member Colinas as complete, and direct the Board Chair to
draft a letter to the file acknowledging such, and restating the
Board’s commitment to the adherence to SNO911 policy,
state, and local laws, and the fact that comments made to
certain staff and fellow board members by Board Member Motion passed
Colinas were inappropriate and unprofessional. The motion
was seconded by Undersheriff Jeff Brand and approved, with
Commissioner Chan abstaining.
Director Mills

President Nehring asked Director Mills and Mr. Cattle to draft a and Mr. Cattle to
letter, at the direction of the board in the last motion, for he and draft letter
Vice President DeMarco to review.
Regarding the potential training for Commissioner Chan, President
Nehring said that he and Director Mills have discussed someone
that SNO911 has a professional relationship with that may be able
to provide the proper course.

Director Mills to
follow up and
provide a cost
for this training
course.

Commissioner Chan requested that with regard to the first motion
he requested that the record reflect that he chose to abstain from
that vote. President Nehring accepted this request.
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President Nehring thanked the Board members for their
participation in this meeting, as well as Commissioner Chan for his
help in working out an agreement.
5. Good of the
Order

Commissioner Chan commented that 3 weeks ago he was in a car
accident in Lynnwood. He explained that he called 911, but was
unable to relay to the call taker where the accident occurred.
Fortunately, he was quickly located and an aid car from South
County Fire was quickly dispatched and they arrived under 8
minutes. He complemented SNO911 for their service.

6. September
Meeting

Deputy Chief Neuhoff moved to cancel the September Board September
meeting. The motion was seconded by Chief Chris Alexander meeting
canceled
and approved unanimously.

7. Adjourn

President Nehring adjourned the meeting at 4:46 p.m.
The next meeting will be held October 15, 2020.
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BILL OF SALE AND HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT
EQUIPMENT
In consideration of the satisfaction of Buyer’s obligations under the Enhanced Service
Level Agreement between Buyer and Seller and Buyer’s agreement to receive the equipment
listed in Exhibit A “EQUIPMENT” without warranty, with a waiver of claims against the
Snohomish County 911 as stated below, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged by the parties to this Agreement, Snohomish County 911, “SNO911” ,does
hereby sell, assign, convey, transfer and deliver to: GRANITE FALLS FIRE “Buyer” the
EQUIPMENT.
SNO911 makes no representations regarding the condition of the EQUIPMENT or the
existence of known or hidden defects. Buyer warrants that it has been using the Equipment,
inspected the EQUIPMENT, is aware of any defects in such EQUIPMENT, and has
determined that the EQUIPMENT is appropriate for Buyer’s intended use.
Buyer accepts the EQUIPMENT “as is,” and SNO911 makes no warranty of any
kind, express or implied, or arising by operation of law, by course of dealing or arising
by performance, trade practice, or otherwise. SNO911 disclaims all other warranties,
including without limitation, any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose. In no event shall SNO911 be liable for direct, indirect, incidental,
exemplary, consequential, or special damages arising in any manner whatsoever out of
the Buyer’s possession, control or use of the EQUIPMENT, even if SNO911 had been
previously advised of the possibility of that damage. SNO911’s maximum liability shall
in no event exceed the price of the EQUIPMENT specified herein. No person has
authority to make any claim, representation, warranty, promise, guarantee or
commitment on behalf of SNO911 that is not expressed in this agreement.
BY SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT, THE BUYER AFFIRMS:
1)

That the Buyer has been given ample opportunity to inspect the EQUIPMENT
and has in fact inspected the EQUIPMENT referred to in this Agreement, is
aware of any defects and accepts the EQUIPMENT “as is.”

2)

That the Buyer agrees to the terms of this Agreement.

IN CONSIDERATION OF RECEIVING THE EQUIPMENT BUYER AGREES TO
INDEMNIFY AND HOLD SNO911 HARMLESS FROM AND AGAINST THE FULL
AMOUNT OF ANY AND ALL COSTS AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COURT COSTS INCIDENT TO ANY SUIT,
ACTION, INVESTIGATION OR OTHER PROCEEDING), DAMAGES AND LOSSES,
SETTLEMENTS, REDUCTIONS OR OTHER ADVERSE EFFECTS ARISING OUT OF
OR RESULTING FROM ANY FUTURE CLAIMS RELATING TO THE EQUIPMENT
AND THE USE THE EQUIPMENT.
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IT IS FURTHER SPECIFICALLY AND EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD THAT THE
INDEMNIFICATION PROVIDED HEREIN CONSTITUTES THE PURCHASER’S
WAIVER OF IMMUNITY UNDER INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, TITLE 51 RCW,
SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS INDEMNIFICATION. THE PARTIES
FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THEY HAVE MUTUALLY NEGOTIATED THIS
WAIVER.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Bill of Sale and Hold Harmless
Agreement to be executed and delivered in its name this ____ day of
____________________________, 20___.
Snohomish County 911
By:
Print Name:
Its:

BUYER
[SNOHOMISH FIRE]
By:
Print Name:
Its:
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Exhibit A
Equipment List
ASSET TAG
3560
3561
3562
3563
3564

SERIAL #
PB-4L653
PB-4L656
PB-4L659
PB-9D07B
PB-4L655

MAKE
Lenovo
Lenovo
Lenovo
Lenovo
Lenovo

MODEL
T440P
T440P
T440P
T440P
T440P

3583
3584
3585
3586
3587

CA12603138710
CA12952076910
CA12552038010
CA12603135210
CA10602037810

Sierra
Sierra
Sierra
Sierra
Sierra

GX440
GX440
GX440
GX440
GX440
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BILL OF SALE AND HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT
EQUIPMENT
In consideration of the satisfaction of Buyer’s obligations under the Enhanced Service
Level Agreement between Buyer and Seller and Buyer’s agreement to receive the equipment
listed in Exhibit A “EQUIPMENT” without warranty, with a waiver of claims against the
Snohomish County 911 as stated below, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged by the parties to this Agreement, Snohomish County 911, “SNO911” ,does
hereby sell, assign, convey, transfer and deliver to: SULTAN FIRE “Buyer” the
EQUIPMENT.
SNO911 makes no representations regarding the condition of the EQUIPMENT or the
existence of known or hidden defects. Buyer warrants that it has been using the Equipment,
inspected the EQUIPMENT, is aware of any defects in such EQUIPMENT, and has
determined that the EQUIPMENT is appropriate for Buyer’s intended use.
Buyer accepts the EQUIPMENT “as is,” and SNO911 makes no warranty of any
kind, express or implied, or arising by operation of law, by course of dealing or arising
by performance, trade practice, or otherwise. SNO911 disclaims all other warranties,
including without limitation, any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose. In no event shall SNO911 be liable for direct, indirect, incidental,
exemplary, consequential, or special damages arising in any manner whatsoever out of
the Buyer’s possession, control or use of the EQUIPMENT, even if SNO911 had been
previously advised of the possibility of that damage. SNO911’s maximum liability shall
in no event exceed the price of the EQUIPMENT specified herein. No person has
authority to make any claim, representation, warranty, promise, guarantee or
commitment on behalf of SNO911 that is not expressed in this agreement.
BY SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT, THE BUYER AFFIRMS:
1)

That the Buyer has been given ample opportunity to inspect the EQUIPMENT
and has in fact inspected the EQUIPMENT referred to in this Agreement, is
aware of any defects and accepts the EQUIPMENT “as is.”

2)

That the Buyer agrees to the terms of this Agreement.

IN CONSIDERATION OF RECEIVING THE EQUIPMENT BUYER AGREES TO
INDEMNIFY AND HOLD SNO911 HARMLESS FROM AND AGAINST THE FULL
AMOUNT OF ANY AND ALL COSTS AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COURT COSTS INCIDENT TO ANY SUIT,
ACTION, INVESTIGATION OR OTHER PROCEEDING), DAMAGES AND LOSSES,
SETTLEMENTS, REDUCTIONS OR OTHER ADVERSE EFFECTS ARISING OUT OF
OR RESULTING FROM ANY FUTURE CLAIMS RELATING TO THE EQUIPMENT
AND THE USE THE EQUIPMENT.
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IT IS FURTHER SPECIFICALLY AND EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD THAT THE
INDEMNIFICATION PROVIDED HEREIN CONSTITUTES THE PURCHASER’S
WAIVER OF IMMUNITY UNDER INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, TITLE 51 RCW,
SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS INDEMNIFICATION. THE PARTIES
FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THEY HAVE MUTUALLY NEGOTIATED THIS
WAIVER.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Bill of Sale and Hold Harmless
Agreement to be executed and delivered in its name this ____ day of
____________________________, 20___.
Snohomish County 911
By:
Print Name:
Its:

BUYER
[SULTAN FIRE]
By:
Print Name:
Its:
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Exhibit A
Equipment List
ASSET TAG
3560
3561
3562
3563

SERIAL #
PB-02U2SL
PB-02U2SM
PC-04DEYE
PC-04DEYG

MAKE
Lenovo
Lenovo
Lenovo
Lenovo

MODEL
T440P
T440P
T440P
T440P

3590

LA51060503001003

Sierra

GX440
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 10/12/2020
Action Title: Colocation of Darrington Internet Users Association
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
The Darrington Internet Users Association (DIUA) is a small non-profit entity that has been
formed in an effort to bring new more reliable internet service to the region. To do so the DIUA
has requested to collocate equipment on two of our sites.
SNO911, Fire District 24, SCSO and other public safety responder are well aware of the current
service limitations that are “plagued with inconsistent, unreliable and costly internet service”
according to the District. During the OSO Slide and numerous times afterwards, a single cut of
fiber resulted in long outages which are complicated by limited wireless cellular data services
as well.
SNO911 agencies rely on commercial internet to access public safety systems. SNO911’s
support for connectivity to our systems is not new and includes expenditures in support that
facilitates connectivity for those in the footprint of the fiber ring. Furthermore improvement of
internet connectivity in that area will improve our county’s ability to communicate critical
information (Community Alerts, Amber Alerts, etc.). Staff supports negotiating with DIUA for
favorable terms typically reserved for other public entities.
Staff would like support to enter into negotiations that includes a short-term lease of between
5-7 years and favorable pricing of $10 annually per site. In return SNO911 will seek reasonable
reimbursment for staff, legal and other costs and protections incurred from this work.

Recommendation:
Support the $10 per site annual lease agreement and negotiate reasonable reimbursement for
other costs associated with this agreement.
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International Academy of Emergency Medical Dispatch®

TWENTY POINTS OF ACCREDITATION
The Accreditation Self-Assessment Study must formally document and describe the following:
/.

2.

J.

4.
5.

6.

Communication center overview and description
a. Document the total number of stations that are active (calltaking and dispatching) and the number of
supervisory or standby stations.
b. Include a floor plan showing the placement of each workstation.
c. List any current accreditations and the accrediting body.
Medical Priority Dispatch System

™

(MPDS®) version and licensing confirmation

a. Provide the following, as applicable:
i. MPDS protocol version number
ii. ProQA® Paramount version number
iii. AQUA® version number
™
iv. ED-Q Performance Standards edition number
b. Include documentation (policy, directive, etc.) stating that the most recent versions of the MPDS (ProQA
Paramount and/or cardsets) and the Performance Standards will be implemented within one year of their
release.
Current Academy EMD certification of all personnel authorized to process emergency calls
a. Provide a list of all EMDs including their names, hire dates, last certification dates, next recertification dates,
and Academy EMD member numbers.
All EMD certification courses are conducted by Academy-certified instructors, and all case review
Is conducted by Academy-certified ED-Qs
a. If you have an in-house or contracted instructor, include her/his name, next recertification date, and
member number.
b. Provide a list of all ED-Qs, including their names, next recertification dates, and Academy ED-Q member numbers.
Full activity of quality improvement (QI) committee processes
a. Include copies of agendas and minutes of all Dispatch Review Committee (DRC) and Dispatch Steering Committee
(DSC) meetings (at least two DRC meetings and one DSC meeting in the six months immediately
preceding the application).
b. List the names and titles of all committee members for the following:
i. Quality Improvement Unit
ii. Dispatch Review Committee
iii. Dispatch Steering Committee
c. List the objectives and tasks of each of these committees.
IAED quality assurance and improvement methodology
a. Attach a complete description of the methods used to evaluate EMD performance and correct use of the
MPDS as outlined in the ED-Q Course Manual (consistent reviewing practices). The document should
outline the following:
i.
How cases are randomly selected.
ii. The minimum number of cases reviewed monthly.
iii. Any focused case review practices employed. This may include cases the agency has identified that
warrant additional reviews, such as cardiac arrest, choking, and childbirth.
b. Attach a detailed description of how EMD performance is checked, tabulated, and tracked.
c. Include details and dates of when case review began and how scores were shared with each employee.
d. Include details and dates of when shift and center scores were posted and how they were posted.
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7.

Consistent case evaluation that meets or exceeds the Academy's minimum expectations

a. The minimum case evaluation requirement is based on annual call volume per discipline. This calculation is
available through the ACE Calculator in AQUA as well as on the Academy website:
www.emergencydispatch.org /AccredCalculator
ANNUAL CALL VOLUME BY
DISCIPLINE

HIGHEST CALL VOLUME
SECOND HIGHEST CALL
THIRD HIGHEST CALL
DISCIPLINE
VOLUME DISCIPLINE
VOLUME DISCIPLINE
Per Month
Per Year
Per Year
Per Month
Per Year
Per Month
• 0-1000•
520
43
364'
30
22
260
1001-5000•
884
728
61
572
48
74
5001-15000
78
936
780
65
6?4.
52
15001-25000
988
Si!
832
69
676
56
74
25001-43333
87
884
7-28
1040
61
Calculated on a 1-3% slldlns scale. Refer to ACE calculator in AQUA 7 or on the website
>43333
www.emergeocydlspatch.!]rg/AccredCalculator
• Random review number is never greater than 50% of the annual call volume per discipline.

b. List the total number of emergency medical calls the center received in the six months immediately prior to
the accreditation application.
c. List the total number of cases reviewed in the same time period.

8.

Historical baseline QA data from initial implementation of structured Academy QA processes

a. A baseline Agency ACE Performance Report
b. Determinant Drift Reports (or equivalent) for the center
*Indicate on cover letter if these items are not available.

.9.

Monthly average case evaluation compliance levels for the communication center for the six
months preceding the accreditation application, with compliance levels at or above accreditation
levels for at least the three months immediately preceding application

a. Include Accreditation report showing compliance at or above the following expected minimum
performance levels for at least the three months preceding the application:
ACE
High Compliance
Compliant
Partial Compliance

10%

Low Compliance

10%

Non-Compliant

7%

Percentage of Deviation Accepted

Critical Deviation Major Deviation Moderate Deviation Minor Deviation
3%

3%

3%

3%

b. Include a Communication Center Determinant Drift Report for the three months preceding the application
showing that under-response and over-response each occur in no more than 5% of cases.

10.

Verification of correct case evaluation and QI techniques, validated through independent
Academy review

a. Provide copies of 25 case review audio files and an AQUA merge file of 25 cases for Academy assessment.
i. Include 22 calls from the one-month period immediately preceding the application. These calls must
be selected purely at random; they must not be cases specifically marked for feedback or other review.
ii. State the process for random selection of these calls.
iii. Include an additional 3 cases involving Pre-Arrival Instructions. These cases should include the first
case with Pre-Arrival Instructions reviewed in each of the three months immediately preceding the
application.
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11.

Implementation and/or maintenance of MPDS orientation and case feedback methodology
for all field personnel

a. Describe your MPDS field personnel orientation process.
i. Include copies of handouts, presentations, and any other materials used.
ii. List the number of Field Responder Guides distributed, along with the dates these were given out.
b. Describe your EMD case feedback methodology.
c. Include a blank copy of the field feedback form utilized by your agency.
i. Include documentation of the dates field feedback forms were distributed to all field stations.

12. Verification of local policies and procedures for implementation and maintenance of the MPDS.
Include all policies relating to EMD practices, which must include the following:

a. Implementation and application of MPDS.
b. Medical Director approval of all MPDS protocols, including those listed in the ProQA Admin "Restricted Settings"
and "Special Definitions."
c. Protocol compliance.
i. Quality improvement
ii. CDE requirements
iii. Performance management and remediation
iv. Customer service skills (how customer service scores are addressed by your agency)
v. Language translation processes
d. A policy stating that all emergency medical calls are only processed by EMO-certified personnel and that
employees are removed from their calltaking duties if their certification is expired, suspended, or revoked.

13.

Copies of all documents pertaining to your continuing dispatch education (CDE) program

a. Submit the CDE schedules and topics for the past six months.
b. Submit EMD attendance records.
c. Submit a CDE schedule draft for the next six months.

1fJ-.

Secondary Emergency Notification of Dispatch (SEND) orientation

a. Include documentation of the distribution of SEND Protocol information to all police and fire dispatchers
and to other agencies routinely forwarding emergency calls.
i. List the other agencies as applicable.
b. Include documentation of agencies trained, copies of attendance records, and any training materials used
for this process.
*Contact the Accreditation Division if using Advanced SEND.

15.

Established local response assignments for each MPDS Determinant Code

a. Include a description of the process for developing response assignments.
b. Include a list of all MPDS Determinant Codes and each locally determined response assignment.
c. Include copies of the specific Dispatch Steering Committee (DSC) minutes with verification that all response
assignments are approved.

16.

Maintenance and modification processes for local response assignments to MPDS
Determinant Codes

a. Provide documentation describing how local MPDS response assignments are regularly reviewed and how
recommended changes are approved.
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17. The communication center's incidence (number of occurrences) of all MPDS codes and levels for
the six months immediately preceding application (Master Dispatch Analysis Report)

a. Each Chief Complaint.
b. Each individual Determinant Code.
c. Each Determinant Level (Q, A, B, C, D, and E).

18.

Appointment and appropriate involvement of the Medical Director to provide oversight of
the center's EMD activities

a. List the name, address, license number, and country/state/province (or equivalent) in which the Medical
Director is licensed to practice.
b. Include a copy of the documentation appointing the Medical Director.
c. List the approved roles and responsibilities of the Medical Director within the dispatch system.

1!J.

Agreement to share nonconfidential EMD data with the Academy and others for the improvement
of the MPDS and the enhancement of EMD In general

a. Include written verification, signed by the agency's senior executive, agreeing to the above requirement.
b. Include written verification, signed by the agency's senior executive, agreeing to submit the quarterly
compliance summary reports to the Academy (submitted electronically through the Academy's Website).

20. Agreement to abide by the Academy's Code of Ethics, Code of Conduct, and the standards set
forth for an Accredited Center of Excellence

a. Include written verification, signed by the agency's senior executive, agreeing to the above requirement.
b. Provide the date, location, and verification of the prominent posting of the Code of Ethics and Code of
Conduct.
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 10/11/2020
Action Title: Cultus Bay & Mill Creek Radio Site Lease
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
The staff at SNO911 present for the Board two additional site leases for new site locations
known as Cultus Bay (Whidbey Island) and Mill Creek. These leases were reviewed and
approved by the Finance Committee and legal. Due to the size of these contracts a link has
been included for review, but they were not included in the emailed version of the Board Packet
at the request of the Finance Committee.
The Cultus Bay site is enable by two agreements, one with ICOM911 to utilize space on their
existing tower, and another with South Whidbey Fire which enables us to construct a shelter on
their land (which also hosts the ICOM tower). Both agencies have partnered with us to offer a
favorable yearly rent of $10.00 per year, and in return SNO911 has offered to share revenue
from co-locators. SNO911 already shares resources with ICOM911 at some of our sites, so we
are grateful to have good partners to allow our build-out.
The City of Mill creek lease represents a sharing of not only the property in Mill Creek, but
allows us space in their existing building, which saves greatly on construction. In addition, Mill
Creek will provide the utility and network connectivity in exchange for some internal construction
and the installation of our antennas and radio site. Mill Creek has offered this at our “partner
rate” of $10.00 per year, so our thanks again to the City! This is a new site improving coverage
in the Mill Creek Core and along the Bothell-Everett Highway.
The leases have also been reviewed by both WCIA and legal, and have been approved by
ICOM/SWF, and should be approved by Mill Creek in the coming weeks.

Recommendation/Motion:
Authorize the Executive Director or designee to enter into radio site leases at Cultus Bay and
Mill Creek as described in this APF.
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 10/15/2020
Action Title: Capital Funds Transfer – Tyler Hardware
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
On September 2, 2020 and again on September 9, 2020, we experienced two major hardware
failure events in our North Campus data center. Both of these failures caused outages to all
Tyler public safety software systems (911, Police, Fire, EMS, Corrections) capabilities. Both
were also discovered to have the same root cause of failed hardware. These issues persisted
over two weeks and required numerous visits from vendors for hardware replacement that
ultimately failed again until the definitive root cause was identified and resolved. We remained
in a very fragile state during this time and recognized the potential for additional outages.
Replacement of this hardware was approved as part of the 2021 Capital Project plan under
Project 80-019 Tyler Hardware. Prior to full restoration of the system, we concluded that
accelerating the acquisition of the already budgeted replacement hardware was prudent and
appropriate. Although we are fully restored today we recognize this hardware is nearing end of
life and given these recent failures we feel we will operate in a fragile state until the new
hardware is in place.
A formal emergency was declared in order to purchase replacement hardware for both
campuses in 2020. Under the emergency declaration we purchased replacement hardware for
our most critical equipment that had failed that included 6 new virtual server hosts for the Tyler
application servers and 3 new physical server hosts for the SQL database environment that all
the application servers and clients depend on. The new hardware has begun to arrive on site
and is currently being configured for immediate deployment. As this hardware replacement was
already being planned for first quarter 2021 we had already prepared our specifications and
were actively working with the vendor on acquisition. The hardware was also purchased under
state contract.
Rather than delay the full replacement of this hardware until 2021 we would like to move all
project funding from this project from 2021 to 2020.
Finance Committee has reviewed and recommends approval.

Finance Committee Recommendation:
Amend Capital Project 80-019 Tyler Hardware by moving $400,000 from budget year 2021 to
current year and ratify Resolution 2020-006.
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
RESOLUTION 2020-06
A Resolution identifying an emergency, authorize the transfer of
Capital Project funds for 2021 to 2020, and ratifying the
purchase
WHEREAS, on September 2, 2020 and September 9, 2020, Snohomish County 911 (“SNO911”)
staff discovered that the primary hardware components that run the public safety software system
at North Campus failed. SNO911 staff had not foreseen that the hardware system was about to
fail and the failure of the dispatch hardware system was beyond the control of SNO911 staff. For
purposes of this Resolution, this event is hereinafter referred to as “the Emergency”; and
WHEREAS, the failure of the hardware system at North Campus, if not corrected immediately,
would result in the loss of our redundant dispatch system; the loss of the redundant system puts us
at greater risk of losing all software dispatch capability for the entire county; and
WHEREAS, the Emergency presented a real, immediate threat to the proper performance of the
essential functions of SNO911 because the failure of the dispatch system would result in a
severe degradation or outages of Police, Fire, EMS and 911 public safety services for the entire
county; and
WHEREAS, as a result of the Emergency, SNO911 staff purchased replacement server hardware
in an amount of $122,066.71 utilizing the Emergency Exemption as described in SNO911’s
Procurement Policy and Procedure; and
WHEREAS, the funding for this hardware replacement was already approved by the Board of
Directors for expenditure in Budget Year 2021; and
WHEREAS, SNO911’s Procurement Policy and Procedure requires the Board of Directors of
Snohomish County 911 (“Board”) to, by resolution, identify the basis for the Emergency and
authorize the waiving of the usage of Capital funds allocated to the 2021 calendar year budget for
the procurement of Capital in the calendar year 2020.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911, as follows:
1. The Board identifies that the above-described Emergency constituted an unforeseen
circumstance beyond the control of SNO911 and presented a real, immediate threat to the
proper performance of essential functions of SNO911.
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2. The Board identifies that the above-described Emergency constituted an unforeseen
circumstance beyond the control of SNO911 and would likely have resulted in material
loss or damage to property if immediate action was not taken.

Adopted by the Snohomish County 911 Board of Directors on the 15th day of October, 2020.

President
th

Attest: This 15 day of October, 2019:

_________________________________
Secretary
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 10/5/2020
Action Title: Building Air Purification Systems
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
As part of our on-going efforts to keep our staff as safe as possible due to the current pandemic,
the leadership team has been researching ways to improve air quality within our three primary
campuses as well as the temporary tertiary campus. To date SNO911 has a taken a multi-layer
approach in an effort to safeguard staff and ensure our ability to continue our mission.
Based on our research and in consultation with local professionals we have identified another
useful layer of protection that is integrating non-ozone producing ionization systems directly into
the HVAC systems at the two 911 centers, and deploying stand-alone units at our other two
locations. Ionization systems have been proven effective at killing pathogens (bacteria, viruses
& mold) as well as other particle reduction from smoke and allergens. These types of autocleaning needlepoint bipolar ionization systems are being increasingly deployed in locations
such as child-care facilities, schools and passenger aircraft. There is no system that will entirely
eliminate the risk of contracting COVID-19 however studies have proven how important airflow
is within interior spaces and the ability to circulate cleaned air adds another important layer to
assist in providing a safer workspace. Both these in-line HVAC air purification systems as well
as the stand-alone units are relocatable.
We are asking for funding to purchase the in-line ionic air purification system for the HVAC units
at both North and South campuses. The cost for the Mountlake Terrace location is $5,700 plus
tax and the Everett campus is $19,900 plus tax. Marysville campus does not have a central
HVAC system and we have already purchased stand-alone units for that location and the
temporary tertiary campus.
Finance Committee has reviewed and recommends approval.
Recommendation:
Authorize acquisition and installation of in-line HVAC air purification systems at North and
South campuses in an amount not to exceed $32,000 from Operating Fund 70.
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 10/11/2020
Action Title: SNO911 Moratorium on New Colocation Applications
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
SNO911 facilitates colocation requests at a variety of the radio sites across the county. Each
request requires in-depth analysis prior to authorizing colocation that may include Loading
Studies, Electrical Studies and other time-consuming steps.
The Radio Replacement Project is a very large and important project requiring staff engagement
from across the agency. It is critical that the team’s primary focus remains on the RRP and
maintaining the existing public safety radio system. Colocation requests are pulling staff from
other priorities and causing challenges and delays in fulfilling RRP and other important work.
Staff intend to finalize several pending requests and then initiate an 18 month moratorium on
accepting new colocation requests so we can focus on mission critical work.
SNO911 is
required to “reasonably accommodate” colocation applications per the terms of many of our
leases with our landowners and therefore we are seeking Board support for this action on the
grounds that delays to critical work is detrimental to our ability to support public safety
communications systems.
If workload levels change, staff will end the moratorium early and report the change to the
Board.

Recommendation/Motion:
Motion to support an 18-month moratorium for engaging on new colocation requests.
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Board Packet
Memorandum
Date:

October 12, 2020

To:

Snohomish County 911 Board Members

From:

Leadership Team

General Operations
Mission-critical systems[1] have been operating at normal since the last Agency Report with the
following exception. There were systemwide outages of the CAD/RMS/Mobile & Corrections on
Sept. 2nd and Sept. 9th that were both related to hardware failures. Although the root-cause has
been identified we did operator in a state of fragility for several weeks and the hardware was
replaced. A more in-depth update is provided in the Technical Update section of this report.

Operations Update
IAED Accredited Center of Excellence (ACE)
SNO911 has adopted a goal of becoming an MPDS Accredited Center by mid-2021. There are twenty
points within the accreditation requirements that cover everything from making sure the software
versions are correct, training and quality improvement programs are in place, all the way to policy
and procedure. This is a difficult but achievable goal that is more than a plaque on the wall. In
essence, becoming an IAED ACE ensures we are using the system to its fullest potential in every
aspect.
The twenty points of accreditation are attached to the packet. We are ramping up in an effort to
meet this goal including: the formation of an accreditation workgroup, recognition and friendly shift
competitions, increased targeted training and individual feedback and much more.
Alternative Schedule Project
Management continues to have detailed discussion with the SCEA about potential schedule options.
These discussions center around how to keep costs connected with a new schedule neutral and how
to meet minimum staffing requirements as a 12-hour schedule requires the use of an on-call
program. The thought is to come to agreement on key aspects of a new schedule before we have
Circadian present schedule options for ranking and ultimately a selection. It’s extremely important
with any schedule option employees choose that we know it will work and won’t be rejected
through negotiations.

[1]

911 Phones, CAD, Radio, Critical Systems [Unplanned]
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ACTIVITY

DATE

COMPLETED

Kick-off Meeting (with management)

May 19



Meet with Task Team

June 18



Finalize Operating Criteria & Business Case

June 19



Present Business Case for Change to Employees

June 22-25



Conduct Scheduling Education

June 22-25



Administer Employee Survey

June 30-July 2



Circadian Analyzes & Documents Survey Results

Week of July 6



Circadian Designs Schedules

Week of July 13



Present Survey Results And Alternative Schedules to Leadership

July 22



Circadian develops employee schedule handbook

By July 31



Circadian Presents Survey Results And Alternative Schedules to
Employees

Aug 10



Labor/Management Negotiation Meetings

Ongoing

1st Ranking of Alternative Schedules
(employees narrow options down to Top 2):

TBD

Negotiate CBA changes to include new schedule

Ongoing

2nd Ranking of Alternative Schedules
(employees pick preferred schedule from Top 2):

TBD

Board Approval

TBD

Schedule Implementation

TBD

CAD Lite and Collaboration with Valley Communications Center
We continue to see significant benefit with the CAD Lite solution. Staff have used the system
several times during the recent planned and unplanned Tyler outages. The system has replaced
our outdated pen/paper backup plans and has enabled us to efficiently operate without our
primary systems.
In addition to our internal use, we are working with Valley Communication (VC911) on a Proof of
Concept (POC) to show how the system could be used in regional backup scenarios. The POC will,
for a specified period, allow VC911 and SNO911 to process non-emergency calls for each other,
simulating what could happen with a phone outage at either center.
This POC and the idea of how CAD Lite could be used between other ECCs around the State is a
topic that will be introduced at an upcoming Statewide 911 Director’s meeting. We are fortunate
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to have the experience of running out of two dispatch centers and building this model with other
ECCs showing that using CAD Lite has significant merit.
Security Incidents at North Campus
We have had several security incidents over the last several months that when you review
everything in totality, it begins to paint a picture that being closely connected to a police
department tends to draw public attention that likely would otherwise not occur. In addition, the
union has brought forward concerns and has asked management to review the situation. We have
taken dozens of steps, at both campuses, including: allowing keycard access to facility through the
EPD entrance as an alternate to the main entrance, increased security cameras, working with the
City on improving lighting in parking areas, and are in the process of deploying the Rave school
Panic Button to all staff for use within and around SNO911 campuses. A summary of the security
incidents is below:











June 2020 – Agencies all around the county were preparing for potential unrest and looting
in response to the George Floyd case. Everett Police advised that the Everett Mall could be
a target, and with the South Precinct and SNO911 being right across the street, there could
be issues here. Admin/tech staff were sent home early and incoming/offgoing dispatch
staff were notified of the potential threat and encouraged to park in the secure parking lot.
Extra presence was given at shift change. Fortunately, this event did not come to fruition.
June 2020 – Received information from Law Enforcement on a peaceful march that was to
have the Everett PD South Precinct be its final destination. This event never came to
fruition, but SNO911 staff were actively in the process of making staff notifications and
preparations ahead of the event.
July 2020 – Two individuals piggybacked behind an oncoming employee looking for the
Everett Police Department to submit a bag of used hypodermic needles. We reminded all
staff to never allow piggybacking.
August 2020 – An individual was hanging around the parking lot with a camera, filming
license plate numbers, VIN number, and personally identifying information inside of
employee vehicles. The individual engaged with an employee who was on break asking for
his name and employee number. Clearly he believed SNO911 was a Police Department or
that 911 employees are part of the Everett Police. The individual entered the vestibule and
tried to open the secured inside doorways.
August 2020 – SNO911 received an anonymous call on the non-emergency line from
someone who we suspect is from out of the area looking to talk with one of our agencies
regarding an incident he saw in the news. He confused SCSO with Everett PD and SNO911,
and at one point said he intended to ask his blog-followers to come to the North Campus
Monday morning, take pictures of our vehicles and follow people home. While there were
no threats to harm anyone and he was specific about his actions being legal, it was
peculiar and specific enough to warrant elevated security over the weekend and a request
to employees to park in the secure parking lot.
October 2020 – Suspicious person parked in employee parking area looking for something
in his tire. Everett PD talked with this individual which ended up in a transport to the
hospital for a mental evaluation.
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SNO911 Flu Shot Clinics
On October 6 & 7, SNO911 held onsite Flu Shot Clinics at both North and South Campus. Our
original provider had to cancel due to COVID restrictions, but we were fortunate enough to hear
about another vendor through our participation in the Force Protection Work Group. SNO911
participates in this group, comprised of our partners in the fire service. Thank you to Fire District 7
for the referral!

Split Campus Operations
SNO911 dispatch operations will continue to operate out of two campuses, likely in to 2021. Ops
and Leadership teams will reassess needs and challenges quarterly as we move forward. Training
academies and other special assignments will continue at the Tertiary Center as well.
November Election Preparations
SNO911 is collaborating with Snohomish County DEM on preparations for any potential civil unrest
issues associated with the General Election on November 3rd. Early plans include staffing an
individual to monitor activity around the county and provide proactive, real-time updates to the
ECC on any trends or suspicious activity in sensitive locations. Updates are being made to New
World CAD and mapping to flag Ballot Box and Accessible Voting Locations for ease of
identification.
SPIDRTECH Update
As indicated later in this report, SNO911 continues to see very positive feedback from the
community based on surveys completed by citizens after contacting Everett or Lake Stevens
Police. There is currently at least one other police agency working on coming on board. In midSeptember, SNO911 facilitated a training for interested police agencies in partnership with the
vendor. The session was well attended.
Tri-County CCTA Exercise Update
Due to the COVID-19 situation, the functional exercise has been tentatively rescheduled for
January 2021. The proposal is to hold the drill as originally planned at the Tacoma Convention
Center as long as all three counties involved are in Phase 3 of the Governor’s re-opening plan. If
the three counties are not in P-3, alternate plans are being developed to function from the three
separate county Emergency Management EEC’s. Supervisors Kim Crannell, Chris Gass, and Amy
Spromberg have been instrumental with the planning and creation of drill and instructional videos
being developed as part of the CCTA project. To quote the Tri-County CCTA Project Coordinator
Amy Gillespie, “This project would not have been successful without the hard work of the people
from Snohomish County 911”.
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Snohomish County 911 - Staffing Report
10/12/2020
Staffing Data
Full-Time Center Staff
Legacy Employees = Hired before 12/1/2017………. New Hire Employees = Hired on/after 12/1/2017

Job Title:
Call-Taker
Police Dispatcher
Fire Dispatcher
Cross-Trained Trainee
Cross-Trained Dispatcher
Trainee Dispatcher
Trainee Dispatcher 2

Status:
Current #
Legacy: Only trained in call-taking
1
Legacy: Only trained in CT and Police
12
Legacy: Only trained in CT and Fire
7
Currently in cross-training for the 3rd discipline
1
Cross-training completed for all 3 disciplines
43
New Hire who has not completed a 2nd discipline yet
21
New Hire-Completed training in 2 of the 3 required disciplines
13
Total:
98
See "Dispatcher Status Log" attached in this week's email for breakdown by employee name

Authorized Staffing Level - (including trainees)

95.1%

Center Staffing Strength - (excludes trainees and LOA's)

76.0%

# of Authorized Full-Time Positions:
# of Full-Time Positions Filled:
# of Current Full-Time Vacancies:
Long Term LOA's

161
154
6

-4

# of Current Relief Dispatchers:
7
Relief dispatchers are not included in any totals/percentages on this report.

Current # of SNO911 Employees - (F/T and P/T):

15
0
2
6
0

YTD Dispatch Trainees Hired

25

103
98
5

Supervisors:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

16
16
0

Leadership Staff:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

5
5
0

Ops Staff:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

6
6
0

Admin Staff:
Authorized F/T Positions: 10
Filled F/T Positions:
10
F/T Vacancies:
0
Tech Staff:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

161

Current Recruitment Status
Candidates signed up to test
Candidates to be interviewed
Candidates in poly
Candidates in background or further
Candidates ready for academy

F/T Dispatchers:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

Test date 10/16, 10/20 (considered for Mar 2021 academy)
Interviewing for 2021 academy now

11
11
0

Wireless Technology:
Authorized Positions:
10
Filled F/T Positions:
8
F/T Vacancies:
1

Scheduled for poly exam.
In background (or further stage).
Final offers signed/returned. Ready for academy!

Employment Separations
YTD Employee Separations:
Voluntary Separations
Relocation
Retirement
Accepted a New Job
Medical Cannot Work-Resigned
Trainee Voluntary Opt-Out
Personal (Not a Trainee Dispatcher)

17

4
1
2
1
1
3

Involuntary Separations
Released from Training (Trainee Disp.)
Terminated (Not a Trainee Dispatcher)
Medical - Cannot Accommodate
Death of Employee

2
2
0
1
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12 Month SNO911 Call Volume & NENA Standard Report
Sep-19
45139
11912
94.6%
99.4%
113
26
9
1,505
397

Emergency Calls
Non-Emergency Calls
Avg Busy Hour 90/10
All Hour Avg 95/20
Avg Busy Hour Emer
Avg Busy Hour Non-Emer
Avg Perfect Hours
Avg Emer Per Day
Avg Non-Emer Per Day

Oct-19
44117
11772
95.4%
99.5%
104
25
10
1,423
380

Nov-19
41093
10261
96.2%
99.5%
108
23
11
1,370
342

Dec-19
42592
10592
96.4%
99.5%
103
20
11
1,372
336

Jan-20
41708
10683
96.3%
99.6%
98
26
12
1,327
341

Feb-20
39653
10492
95.9%
99.6%
102
25
11
1,367
362

Mar-20
39120
11019
95.7%
99.6%
94
27
11
1,267
354

Apr-20
36397
11333
95.9%
99.6%
92
25
11
1,213
378

May-20
42707
14589
94.3%
99.3%
101
31
9
1,379
475

Jun-20
42328
13726
94.3%
99.5%
103
30
10
1,411
458

Jul-20
47239
15196
94.0%
99.2%
122
38
9
1,520
488

Aug-20
46075
13774
93.5%
99.3%
113
30
9
1,486
442

Sep-20
43598
12976
93.1%
99.3%
109
29
8
1,453
433

August Busiest Hour Call Volume & 90/10 Standard
250

100.0%
90.0%

200

80.0%
70.0%

150

60.0%
50.0%

100
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10.0%
8/30

8/29

8/28

8/27

8/26

8/25

8/24

8/23

8/22

8/21

8/20

8/19

8/18

8/17

8/16

8/15

8/14

8/13

8/12

8/11

8/9

8/10

8/8

8/7

8/6

8/5

8/4

8/3

8/2

0.0%
8/1

0
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September Busiest Hour Call Volume & 90/10 Standard
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Text-2-911 Report
911 Texts
Appropriate Use

Incorrect Use

Type

20-Jan

True Emergency
Follow-Up
Area Checks
Noise
Traffic
Other Complaints

20-Feb

20-Mar

20-Apr

20-May

20-Jun

20-Jul

20-Aug

20-Sep

20-Oct

12

8

13

12

14

15

16

12

17

4
7
0
5
1

3
13
0
7
2

3
10
0
0
4

1
18
6
3
7

0
8
1
7
17

6
16
1
2
2

3
14
2
7
13

0
20
0
2
7

3
12
5
1
6

Misuse

Accidental
Prank

12
0

8
10

5
0

7
5

17
0

6
0

6
10

3
6

5
2

Other

Test
Abandoned
Non-English
Outgoing
Transfer
Voice Call

26
16
0
0
0
14

14
20
0
0
2
6

2
11
0
0
2
11

2
30
0
0
0
16

1
28
0
0
1
8

16
21
0
0
0
13

13
32
1
0
2
18

1
12
2
0
2
12

3
27
0
0
0
11

97

93

61

107

102

98

137

79

92

Month Total
Abandoned: Non-Responsive

Other: Any other request or complaint, media from Intrado

Accidental: Device or person accidental TXT29-1-1

Outgoing: Outgoing text calls

Area Check: Check of area for person, vehicle, gunshot

Prank: Calls from the same number that do not give any valid information

Follow-up: Where is officer?

Test: PSAP testing/training TXT29-1-1, vendor test

Noise: Music, people etc.

Traffic: Speeders, DUIs, etc.

Transfer: Transfers to other PSAPs

Voice Call: Dispatchers called the texter/texter placed voice call

20-Nov

20-Dec

SPIDR Tech Survey - August

Survey responses for calls that occurred during the previous month.
Surveys are sent to a select number of type codes (typically lower
priority) chosen by each police agency.
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SPIDR Tech Survey - September

Survey responses for calls that occurred during the previous month.
Surveys are sent to a select number of type codes (typically lower
priority) chosen by each police agency.
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FIRE EVENTS PER AGENCY 2020
FIRE AREA
AIRPORT FIRE
ARLINGTON CITY
ARLINGTON RURAL FD 21
DARRINGTON FD 24
EVERETT CITY
FD 19
FD 7 (Mill Creek excluded)
GETCHELL FD 22
GOLD BAR - INDEX FD 26
GRANITE FALLS FD 17
HAT ISLAND FD 27
LAKE ROESIGER FD 16

JAN
27
313
74
31
1851
33
963
35
85
142
4
36

FEB
30
263
46
33
1633
31
917
29
87
107
1
17

MAR
9
256
63
36
1785
29
924
31
71
126
4
25

APR
7
239
54
38
1525
28
895
25
82
109
2
22

MAY
18
266
73
42
1713
30
913
40
80
167
2
16

JUN
27
270
53
38
1620
40
850
24
80
122
2
14

JUL
17
321
79
43
1820
33
945
48
117
161
3
20

AUG
26
295
72
41
1770
46
979
53
98
163
2
22

SEP
26
278
80
52
1693
45
1000
42
72
132
4
19

1001
191
189
181
4
5
309
2459
1122
477
42
593
225
148
109
56

903
188
170
163
5
9
252
2139
986
415
27
515
196
137
74
70

964
164
170
152
8
4
262
2415
1146
460
36
545
228
139
77
62

825
108
140
149
5
12
240
2026
956
404
22
454
190
96
70
62

932
130
156
155
7
7
275
2130
1037
385
49
441
218
112
75
71

966
138
156
164
4
5
231
2066
951
442
39
467
167
102
84
66

1023
143
153
134
13
17
323
2321
1136
447
41
496
201
116
78
85

1066
148
183
143
10
12
300
2353
1133
435
32
540
213
133
85
79

1020
163
199
153
7
9
297
2269
1149
399
31
488
202
142
111
82

OCT

NOV
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

DEC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

YTD
187
2501
594
354
15410
315
8386
327
772
1229
24
191

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8700
1373
1516
1394
63
80
2489
20178
9616
3864
319
4539
1840
1125
763
633

DEC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

YTD
18042
2609
1106
21547
93191
1807
3936
459
18197
27370
49839
9330
15238
10833
24843
8416
138095
6726
7161
2480
404

LAKE STEVENS FD 8
MARYSVILLE FIRE
MILL CREEK CITY
MUKILTEO CITY
NORTH COUNTY FIRE (UNINC)
OSO FD 25
ROBE FD 23
SNOHOMISH FD 4
SOUTH COUNTY FIRE (TOTAL)
SOUTH COUNTY FIRE (UNINC)
EDMONDS CITY (CONTRACT)
BRIER CITY
LYNNWOOD CITY
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE CITY
STANWOOD CITY
SULTAN FD 5
TULALIP FD 15

POLICE EVENTS PER AGENCY 2020
POLICE AGENCY
ARLINGTON
BRIER
DARRINGTON
EDMONDS
EVERETT
GOLD BAR
GRANITE FALLS
INDEX
LAKE STEVENS
LYNNWOOD
MARYSVILLE
MILL CREEK
MONROE
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE
MUKILTEO
SNOHOMISH
SNOHOMISH COUNTY
STANWOOD
STILLAGUAMISH
SULTAN
WOODWAY

JAN
2159
399
80
2397
11321
193
320
47
2178
3608
5870
1098
1983
1378
2660
877
14478
732
765
270
54

FEB
2146
328
109
2231
10686
226
328
36
1969
3502
5758
1143
1800
1318
2809
1068
14733
883
715
278
64

MAR
1976
174
124
2107
9431
205
377
53
1832
3184
5034
854
1613
1104
3002
871
14391
704
842
233
38

APR
1585
172
83
1767
8473
154
443
56
1675
2473
4766
923
1302
967
3346
814
14005
667
800
207
30

MAY
1951
297
125
2531
10497
215
564
53
2200
2918
5726
1174
1737
1304
2849
963
16851
694
800
333
43

JUN
1879
175
122
2631
10050
167
534
52
1953
2784
5762
1095
1620
1162
2371
1016
15745
703
821
255
33

JUL
2130
277
159
2915
11426
279
467
52
2286
3127
5885
1024
1824
1169
2841
968
17290
845
827
351
53

AUG
2197
397
154
2574
11014
209
468
58
2154
2980
5553
1022
1735
1332
2510
971
16174
795
836
289
46

SEP
2019
390
150
2394
10293
159
435
52
1950
2794
5485
997
1624
1099
2455
868
14428
703
755
264
43

OCT

NOV
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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COVID-19 System Activity Reports
In partnership with our agencies and emergency management SNO911 has been producing daily
system status reports on activity in the county. That data summarized below shows the weekly
volume for 911/Non-Emergency Phone Volume, Police, Fire, EMS Activity and on-line Crime
reporting. The reduction in activity early in the pandemic has now largely returned us to normal
activity.

911 & NE Call Volume per week
SNO911 Emergency Calls

SNO911 NonEmergency Calls

3/1-3/7
3/8-3/14
3/15-3/21
3/22-3/28
3/29-4/4
4/5-4/11
4/12-4/18
4/19-4/25
4/26-5/2
5/3-5/9
5/10-5/16
5/17-5/23
5/24-5/30
5/31-6/6
6/7-6/13
6/14-6/20
6/21-6/27
6/28-7/4
7/5-7/11
7/12-7/18
7/19-7/26
7/27-8/1
8/2-8/8
8/9-8/15
8/16-8/22
8/23-8/29
8/30-9/5
9/6-9/12
9/13-9/19
9/20-9/26
9/27-10/3
10/4-10/10

16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

SNO911 police activity per week
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
3/1-3/7
3/8-3/14
3/15-3/21
3/22-3/28
3/29-4/4
4/5-4/11
4/12-4/18
4/19-4/25
4/26-5/2
5/3-5/9
5/10-5/16
5/17-5/23
5/24-5/30
5/31-6/6
6/7-6/13
6/14-6/20
6/21-6/27
6/28-7/4
7/5-7/11
7/12-7/18
7/19-7/26
7/27-8/1
8/2-8/8
8/9-8/15
8/16-8/22
8/23-8/29
8/30-9/5
9/6-9/12
9/13-9/19
9/20-9/26
9/27-10/3
10/4-10/10

0
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9/20-9/26
9/27-10/3
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9/27-10/3
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9/20-9/26
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SNO911 My Crime Report activity per week
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Technical Update
North Campus Viper Phone Outages
After replacing the switches and updating the switch operating systems, all seems to be working
normally again. We have not seen any additional issues with the phone switches.

County Fiber Ring Upgrade
All equipment for the county fiber ring has been replaced. We continue to monitor everything and
are seeing no issues at this time. Everything is functioning normally again.

CAD/RMS/Mobile/Correction Outages
On September 2, 2020 and again on September 9, 2020 we experienced 2 outages that affected all
New World software. The first outage was caused by a failed motherboard in one of the two SQL
servers, the North campus server. At the time, both the vendor and SNO911 IT traced the issue to
the failed motherboard and the vendor subsequently replaced it. All systems returned to normal.
The second outage was caused by two additional failed motherboards in the North campus
hardware system. After engaging with vendor engineers to investigate the issue more in depth, we
discovered the root cause of the motherboard failures was the system board that all of the servers
connect to for power. This board regulates power to each server and was not functioning properly.
That board was replaced and all systems have been working normally since.
Due to the age of the hardware, we had already planned to replace the hardware in the first quarter
of 2021 under capital project 80-019. At my request, the Executive Director declared an emergency
in order to allow us to begin replacing the hardware sooner. We had already been negotiating
pricing with our vendor, Dell, for replacement systems and were able to purchase replacement
servers quickly. That equipment arrived at SNO911 last week and is currently being configured to
replace the older equipment. We are targeting the week of October 19, 2020 to replace the existing
servers. We are also currently negotiating with our vendors to replace the storage and network
switch systems.

CAD Dispatch Client PC Replacement
All CAD PC’s at both North and South campus have now been replaced. Dispatchers are reporting
better performance with the new, upgraded hardware. This project is now complete.

Virtual Client Portal (VPAC)
With the unexpected issues with the New World hardware, this project has been delayed by a few
weeks. We are targeting early November to have agency administrators begin testing out the new
virtual clients. Once agency administrators have finished their testing, we will begin migrating
agencies to the new client portal.
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Wireless Update
Department Inventory
In addition to our RRP work, staff has been performing the yearly inventory at our various sites. All
physical inventory work is scheduled to be completed by October 31 st and fully complete the
following week with a full database update.

Site Readiness RFQ
WT and the Finance Team have partnered and published a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for
Architect & Engineering (A&E) firms for our site readiness work. This work is for creating the
necessary documentation and plans for permitting our site construction work as well as preparing
for the construction-related RFPs for the necessary electrical and structural work at select radio
sites.

WT Fleet Update
The Board approved the surplus of two trucks earlier this year, but due to COVID concerns the
auction has been delayed until October. The trucks ultimately sold for more than the “blue book”
estimated value, with the proceeds returning to SNO911. In addition, WT will be moving forward
with the purchase of an additional vehicle as documented in the RRP budget for this year. This new
vehicle will be utilized by Howard, and will allow the reassignment of other vehicles which allows a
“right assigning” of vehicles for RRP staff vs. full-time staff.

RRP & WT Open Positions
Since our last report, the WT team has experienced some change in its team members as well as
some vacancies have been created. Through the approval of the RRP budget and previous board
actions, the WT team was authorized to start four additional positions:





Site Manager (Contract)
Senior ECS (Contract)
ECS (Term-Position)
Project Administration/Procurement

I am pleased to report that the Site Manager and ECS position have been filled and are actively
working as of this update. The position of ECS has been filled by Andy Perry – who was our Fleet &
Facilities representative and a long-time SERS/SNO911 employee. We are excited to have Andy in
this new role and look forward to his new contributions to the team. We are still working to fill the
RRP Administrative/Procurement role, and are now in the process of filling the opening left by Andy
for our Fleet & Facilities position.

Co-Location Requests
The WT team continues to receive additional co-location requests, and has determined that a
structured process must be developed to ensure that all applications are reviewed in a timely and
consistent manner. In addition, staff must ensure proper compliance with our agreements through
communication and coordination with our leaseholders as well as perform a thorough technical
review. The current priorities and work-load have lowered available staff time for co-location
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requests, and therefore WT is requesting a moratorium on co-location requests for the next 18
month to allow staff to focus on the RRP priorities as well as develop a process for processing all
applications in a timely and consistent manner.

Committee Updates
Safety Committee
The September 2020 Safety Committee meeting focused mainly on the response to one of Sno911’s
employees testing positive for Covid-19. We discussed the actions taken in the wake of the
announcement; including a mandate for all north campus staff to wear masks at all times, increased
sanitation, and the deployment of the tertiary dispatch facility. The tertiary site is being staffed by
those who had the closest contact with the infected employee, thereby limiting the contact they
have with other staff. There were no reported workplace injuries since the last meeting, though
one non-injury accident needs to be checked into further. The Safety Committee’s next meeting
will be December 2nd.
Sean Kane, Training Office Supervisor
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Radio Replacement Project – At a Glance Updates
October 2020
Recent Major Activities/Decisions
 NORCOM removed from paging design – requires additional work by Motorola
o Removed from “Design Review”; scheduled to start upon completion of Design
Review
 Coverage design approved, most DR technical deliverables approved as drafted
 Subscriber programming approved by both TACs
Subscribers
 All Motorola subscriber equipment received (staff validating order currently)
 Radio programming approved by both TACs
 SNO911 has identified multiple instances of poor quality in programming by Motorola
o In response, created a quality-control mechanism for validating deliverables
 Dedicated two ECS personnel for daily calls/checks with Motorola, who
has also provided a new resource going forward
 Re-work has caused the delivery of code plugs to be delayed by two weeks
o Any delay in this schedule component is likely a day-for-day delay with
subscriber installations, which have been pushed out approx. 2-3 weeks
Infrastructure (Agreements, Construction, Microwave, Paging, Radio)
 Leases developed for Mill Creek and Cultus Bay (new sites)
o North Stanwood, Machias, and Swedish-Edmonds are next-priority
 Other/Existing lease updates can move forward with the approval of DR drawings
 Scheduled to identify “top responder” for A&E work in October and move quickly
towards contract to start design work (site electrical and structural)
 DR schedule has slipped due to delayed deliverables by Motorola
o Outstanding items: power systems, microwave, pricing, and final documentation
o Driving Motorola to a November DR approval
o Issues escalated with Motorola Leadership
WAVE 5000
 WAVE 5000 Installation Complete
 Fire-TAC created a team to determine the scope of Fire WAVE Program
 Police-TAC will be briefed by the time of this Board meeting
 WT staff using WAVE, and has spoken to staff while traveling out of state
FCC Licensing Risk
 Given our proximity to Canada, special rules are applied to our system and the approval
with Canada is required to obtain FCC licensing.
o FCC has recently begun to utilize a new tool for evaluating compliance with these
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o

o

o
o

rules, which is different than the tool MSI is using
ADCOMM provided report (Attached) that described significant concern over
FCC approving licenses. ADCOMM was not aware that the FCC may use different
modeling tools as explained below.
Team has escalated risk with Senior MSI Leadership and is taking other
mitigation steps. MSI concurs with risks using the new tool/model and indicates
FCC may use both tools and a total of 7 different models and that the other
models do not have the same areas of concern. The FCC will make the decision
which model to use when they process the application. Also concur with the
need to submit licenses and work through that issue.
FCC Application submission has been prioritized so we will understand the
potential impact(s)
If FCC rejects licensing efforts mitigation steps include site optimization or (worst
case) add additional sites

Design Review
 Not completed in September, as scheduled.
o A few technical deliverables and final change order pricing are outstanding.
 SNO911 has escalated concerns with Motorola leadership.
 Goal to have all Design Review materials by November 9th, in preparation for Board
approval in November.
Sales Tax
 Motorola erroneously calculated Sales Tax when calculating our project costs and
milestones
 Motorola estimated tax liability based on equipment and did not estimate tax on
services, including which specific services are taxable.
 Overall project budget was based on Motorola estimate – worst-case is an additional
$1.2M in taxes not accounted for in budget.
 SNO911 is asking the Dept. of Revenue to review our contract and provide a “binding
ruling” to determine total tax liability.
 Payment of all invoices to Motorola is on hold until a DOR binding ruling is reached,
which we anticipate to be within the next 45 days.
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RRP Policy & Major Decision Timeline



8/2020: Police-/Fire-TAC approves Subscriber programming templates (zone/channel
assignments & ergonomics)



6/10/2020: Motorola Change Order 2
o Updated Coverage testing methodology, final subscriber configuration and
counts, increased functionality in subscribers (encryption/XE for fire, Wi-Fi for
all)



5/2020: Phased deployment approach adopted
o Decision to deploy system designed for 800 MHz Portable operations, and
expand to support multi-band Portable operations as a future phase



4/16/2020 - Subscriber Scope of Services Policy approved
o Agencies will own subscriber equipment, SNO911 will plan for long-term
replacement and process/assist with warranty repairs
o Installation details including differences for agencies who choose to opt-out of
project installs



4/16/2020: Additional Subscribers Policy approved
o Covers reimbursement parameters and process for radios purchased after
1/1/2019 and are an increase to quantities in project scope. E.g. New
(additional) apparatus added to fleet



1/2020: WAVE5000 Pilot Program approved



9/2019: Fire Subscriber Replacement Policy approved, updated 5/2020



9/2019:Law Subscriber Replacement Policy approved, updated 5/2020



7/2019: Motorola Change Order 1
o Allows agency cooperative purchasing, updated subscriber warranty protection



RRP – Future Replacement Policy – Under Development
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30 Day Forecast







Subscribers:
o Receive code plugs from Motorola to begin programming for user pilot test
o Validate programming process at Marysville with Motorola
o Communicate updated deployment schedule to users
Implementation:
o A&E vendor selection & contract
o Design Review completion (Board approval if possible)
Staffing:
o Determine top selection for Fleet & Facilities position

60 Day Forecast







Subscribers:
o User Pilot Test & SNO911 testing
o Initial mobile schedule communicated
Implementation:
o Support site-walks for A&E vendor to create design & permitting documentation
o Board approval of Design Review (if not completed in November)
Staffing:
o Begin on-boarding process for Fleet & Facilities position
o Interview for RRP Project Admin./Procurement position

90 Day Forecast




Subscribers:
o Delivery of portable radios begins
Implementation:
o Paging system design process begins
o A&E work support
o FCC licensing/permitting begins
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

September 15, 2020

TO:

Brad Steiner, Snohomish County 9-1-1

FROM:

Susan Ronning, P.E., Principal, ADCOMM Engineering LLC

SUBJECT:

Risk of Ability to License Canada-Primary 800 MHz Frequencies for New
SNO911 P25 Trunked Radio System

Introduction
Snohomish County 9-1-1 (“SNO911”) is replacing its existing 800 MHz analog radio system
with a new 800 MHz Project 25 (P25) digital trunked radio system. Proper FCC licenses must be
in place before the new system can be put into operation. SNO911 has been intending to re-use
the same 800 MHz frequencies from its existing analog radio system for the new P25 system.

Background
In the United States-Canada border region, public safety 800 MHz spectrum is split between the
United States and Canada by international treaty (“Arrangement F”), leaving approximately
half of the channels available for “primary” use in the United States. This makes it extraordinarily challenging for both United States and Canadian entities to find enough frequencies
to meet their respective needs, especially within the northwest Washington/southwest British
Columbia region where there are large metropolitan population centers with significant
frequency demands on both sides of the border.
In situations where the technical conditions detailed in Arrangement F can be met, Canadaprimary channels can be used in the United States and vice versa. SNO911’s existing 800 MHz
analog trunked radio system is heavily dependent on use of Canada-primary channels. In 2011,
the technical requirements for using Canada-primary channels in the United States became
significantly more restrictive with changes to Arrangement F. The existing SNO911 analog
system was grandfathered under the old treaty rules.
However, licenses for SNO911’s new P25 trunked radio system must comply with the current,
more restrictive, version of the treaty.
Compliance with the Arrangement F treaty to use Canada-primary frequencies in the United
States essentially comes down to showing that the maximum power flux density (PFD) of the
signal does not exceed -124 dB(W/m2) at or beyond the border (shore) of Canada. Computergenerated predictions are typically used to demonstrate PFD compliance.

ADCOMM ENGINEERING LLC
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SNO911 | FCC LICENSING RISK FOR CANADA-PRIMARY 800 MHZ FREQUENCIES

Initial Concerns
ADCOMM Engineering LLC (ADCOMM) has been advising SNO911 on its expected ability to
license and use such frequencies for its new P25 trunked radio system based on our understanding of the limitations associated with use of Canada-primary 800 MHz frequencies.
In May 2019, using the then-latest SNO911 P25 trunked system design provided by Motorola
Solutions, Inc. (MSI), ADCOMM developed PFD predictions for all planned radio sites
anticipated to use Canada-primary 800 MHz frequencies by using Radiosoft’s ComStudy
propagation prediction tool. ComStudy had been successfully used by ADCOMM to license
Canada-primary 800 MHz frequencies for locations throughout the Northwest including the
Puget Sound region. ADCOMM advised SNO911 and MSI of the results of the PFD studies,
which included several sites that did not appear to pass. MSI subsequently made modifications
to the system design with a goal of compliance with the Arrangement F PFD requirements so
Canada-primary frequencies could be used at sites where such frequencies were planned for
use.

Recent FCC Rejection of Other Canadian PFD Studies
In June 2020, ADCOMM performed PFD analysis work for another Puget Sound-area client
using the ComStudy prediction tool. However, the FCC rejected the results of the PFD studies
because they did not match the FCC’s own analysis, which showed that the requested technical
parameters yielded PFDs that did not pass with respect to Canada.
ADCOMM worked with the FCC to understand their methodology along with the tool they
used for their PFD analysis. The FCC’s modeling tool is called Spectrum-E. In theory, the results
of ComStudy, Spectrum-E, or any other comparable tool should be virtually the same since they
all rely on the same propagation model algorithm (Longley-Rice). However, this was found not
to be the case, in sometimes subtle, yet critical, ways. ADCOMM has been unsuccessful in
reconciling the reason for the differences, even after working with both Radiosoft (who makes
ComStudy) and the FCC on the issue.
ADCOMM believes licensing risk for systems in the Canadian border region can be minimized
by using Spectrum-E for any PFD studies since they should match any verification studies
performed by the FCC.

Updated SNO911 PFD Studies using Spectrum-E
Because of these issues with Canadian PFD study consistency, ADCOMM recently licensed
access to Spectrum-E, while also working with the FCC to confirm the technical parameters it
uses when running PFD verification studies. ADCOMM is now able to generate PFD plots that
should replicate those generated by the FCC. If a PFD study passes using Spectrum-E, it should
pass FCC review.
Using Spectrum-E, ADCOMM has re-run Canadian PFD studies for each of SNO911’s planned
P25 trunked radio sites anticipated to use Canada-primary frequencies using the latest (May
2020) system design from MSI. Unfortunately, most of these sites appear to NOT pass. This is
cause for concern, because it means these sites might not be licensable as currently designed by
Motorola using Canada-primary frequencies.
While the FCC has the latitude to review and interpret license applications as it sees fit in
accordance with applicable rules and treaties, given ADCOMM’s recent experience with the
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FCC and Canadian PFD studies, ADCOMM considers this to be a very HIGH RISK and
HIGH IMPACT for SNO911. It appears that many of the planned frequencies may not be
licensable as currently designed. Without properly licensed frequencies, the new P25 radio
system is a wasted effort.

Potential Options to Mitigate Risk
ADCOMM sees several potential options for MSI to address the Canadian PFD risk:
1. Work with the FCC to review SNO911’s specific planned use of Canada-primary 800 MHz
frequencies, including associated PFD studies, and determine whether the FCC could offer
any flexibility in granting such licenses.
2. Submit the 800 MHz FCC license applications as soon as possible to be processed by the
frequency coordinator and acted on by the FCC, as this is the only way to know for sure
whether a license will be granted or not.
3. Modify the radio system design to comply with the Canadian PFD requirements as verified
using the Spectrum-E tool.
4. Identify availability of potential additional United States-primary 800 MHz frequencies as
replacements for Canada-primary frequencies.
5. Evaluate the viability and availability of 700 MHz frequencies to potentially use as
replacements for Canada-primary 800 MHz frequencies, including impacts on coverage,
radio infrastructure equipment, and subscriber equipment.
Because of the potentially significant amount of time required to obtain FCC licenses and the
resulting impacts on the project schedule, ADCOMM believes SNO911 should escalate this
issue with all affected project partners to determine a resolution as quickly as possible.
Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to discuss further. You can reach
me directly at 971-718-7574 (s.ronning@adcomm911.com) or Mike Norin at 425-831-7381
(m.norin@adcomm911.com).
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
Fire Technical Advisory / Operations Committee
September 16, 2020

Committee
Members in
Attendance

Alternates
in Attendance

Guests and Staff
in Attendance

Eric Andrews

Sky Valley Fire

Tim Bond

Fire District 23

Thad Hovis
Mike Gatterman

South County Fire
Fire District 4

Drew Bono
Willie Harper

Fire District 24
Fire District 25

Merlin Halverson
Steve Guptill

Fire District 5
Fire District 7

Mike Worthy
Dave Kraski

Fire District 27
Arlington Fire

Bronson Smith
Brian Anderson

Fire District 15
Fire District 16

Mike Calvert
Darryl Neuhoff

Everett Fire
Marysville Fire

Jim Haverfield
Keith Strotz

Fire District 17
Fire District 19

Blake Engnes
John Cermak

Mukilteo Fire
North County RFA

Chad Schmidt
Travis Hots

Fire District 21
Fire District 22

Brian McMahan

Paine Field Fire

Ron Simmons
Larry Huff

Fire District 4
Fire District 7

Dave DeMarco
Jeff Cole

Everett Fire
Marysville Fire

Bill Dane
Gino Bellizzi

First District 17
Fire District 19

Chris Alexander
Don Bartlett

Mukilteo Fire
North County RFA

Jeremy Stocker
Dennis Fenstermaker

Fire District 22
Fire District 24

Ernie Walters
John Chalfant

Sky Valley Fire
South County Fire

Theresa Ramey

Arlington Fire

Don Waller, Fire District 4
Jason Hodkinson, Fire District 4
Shaughn Maxwell, SCF
Kurt Mills, SNO911
Terry Peterson, SNO911
Andie Burton, SNO911

Hattie Schweitzer, SNO911
Derek Wilson, SNO911
Brad Steiner, SNO911
Kevin Arnold, SNO911
Cabe Bartz, SNO911
Meg Bittinger, SNO911

Note: Follow-up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined.
Chairman Eric Andrews called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.
1.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: N/A

2.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: A motion was made by Chief Hovis and seconded by Chief Andrews to
approve the August 19, 2020 Fire TAC / Ops meeting minutes as written. Unanimously approved.

3.

COMMITTEE UPDATES:
A. PTCC / NWS. Andie Burton. SNO911 is doing the third and final switch replacement outage event
next Wednesday, September 23rd, at 0500. This will be similar to outages in the past, and they're
asking agencies to plan for up to an hour of downtime. For the first part of the outage, the
dispatchers will not have access to backup paging - PageGate.
B. Technical Update. Kurt Mills. There have been several unplanned outages lately. The most recent
outages started with a hardware failure in the New World environment. We have identical
hardware at North and South Campuses that's designed to automatically failover. So, if there's an
outage at one location it is supposed to failover at the other location. There were two issues 55

one of the servers failed, and it didn't properly failover to the other system. Originally thought it
was an isolated incident but then it happened again the next week, when 2 servers at North
Campus failed. The decision was made to replace all the hardware immediately and the
equipment has already been ordered. There is about a 3 week lead time and then installation.
This will have no impact on agency assessments since this was already budgeted in SNO911's
capital plan.
C. Radio Replacement Committee. Brad Steiner. Working with Motorola on the code plugs. Staff is
going through it line by line on a daily basis. So far they are confident that they are on schedule.
D. Radio Procedures Committee. Will discuss under Old Business
E. Fire Standards/Data. N/A
F. Fire User Group. Meeting was cancelled. Planning to meet next month.
4.

SNO911 UPDATE: Hattie Schweitzer. MPDS Call of the month for August was just chosen today so the
write up isn't ready yet. Will discuss next month.

5.

OLD BUSINESS:
A. Projects Update. Hattie Schweitzer.
1. Service Call Type Code Priority Change - Changed from 5F to 4F on the 27th of August. No
issues so far.
2. Emergency Alert Policy Update - Made some updates that were streamlined, and now there is
a more clear explanation of the expectations of dispatch in different scenarios. This seems to
have been received well by the dispatchers.
3. Paging Changes for Scene Safety - This includes the police call types when they are known.
Everything has been updated and is moving along.
4. Changes to NOTICEP - Has been updated as well. This is the procedure that is mainly held at
the supervisor position at dispatch, and usually for calls of injuries on a back country trail with
a known location. The medical type code is now being pushed out at the time of dispatch
instead of just the notice call, so agencies can make the decision to respond immediately or
not.
5. Adding SNOHWK to Fire Responses - New procedure is in effect for agencies that requested it.
If there are other agencies that are interested, please contact Derek.
6. Rapid Dispatch & Upgrade Type Code/Process - As of September 14th at 0800, rapid dispatch
was reinstituted for the agencies that were using it prior to Protocol 36. Ran in to a technical
glitch with the UG Type Code and they are working on that with Priority Dispatch and IT. On
hold until we can figure out how to fix it. As a reminder, the "UG" type code process was
created to help assure that call upgrades are seen and acted upon by the dispatcher,
especially for rapid dispatched calls.
7. BC Trail Type Code - This was implemented today and is now live.

6.

NEW BUSINESS:
A. MPDA ACE Accreditation Goal. Kurt Mills. We are working on a plan to pursue accreditation for
MPDS. It's a 20 point process and we have already achieved approximately 15 of the required
points. Most of what we continue to work on is related to compliance to the protocol. We have
hit the goals a few times but we don't sustain at the required level, so we have some work to do.
Per Terry, next month we may bring a motion to Fire TAC and ask them to get behind SNO911
with this goal in hopes of rallying the troops internally.
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B. Fire Preplan System Discussion. Eric Andrews. Will discuss at Fire TAC next month.
C. Transitioning from CAD Lite to NWS CAD. Andie Burton. Prior to the use of CAD Lite, when New
World was down SNO911 would use pen and paper to track calls that came in. The rule was if it
started on paper, it ended on paper. Now that we have a computerized system, it's more difficult
to run CAD Lite and NWS CAD simultaneously to finish out calls that start in CAD Lite during an
outage. Request is for calls that are in CAD Lite, and active when New World CAD comes back
online, if dispatchers can enter them into Live CAD. Wanting to know if there are any concerns
with this new plan moving forward as for those calls, the time stamps in the call will not be
accurate as if they were entered in to New World via CAD Catchup. Any calls that were started
and completed in CAD Lite during the outage will be entered via CAD Catchup and times will be
accurate, so this should be a small number of calls. No issues brought forward the by the group,
SNO911 will proceed with this procedure.
D. Board Up Policy/Contract. Terry Peterson. Not sure that SNO911 should manage this list
anymore. Recommendation is that if we continue to have this program, one of the fire agencies
should manage, refresh and revamp the program. Per Chief Andrews, it should be up to each
agency as to whether they want a rotation list, a certain company they work with, etc. Each
agency should send the company/companies they want to use to SNO911 if desired so they can
be entered in to New World and available to dispatchers when needed.
E. WAVE Pilot Introduction. Brad Steiner. The system is up and has been integrated into the existing
system. WAVE is a secure system that bridges the two systems we have today. WAVE only talk
group - only shared with other WAVE devices, i.e. private channels, etc. WAVE with radio talk
groups - any audio present on radio system is eventually present on your device. Please see
Brad's presentation that was included in the Fire TAC packet for details. After the presentation
Brad asked that Fire TAC form a group to determine the scope of the Fire-TAC WAVE Pilot. John
Chalfant, Steve Guptill, Don Waller and Jeff Cole all volunteered to be part of the sub-committee.
DC Chalfant will be the Chair. Will bring a recommendation to Fire TAC next month.
7.

GOOD OF THE ORDER: Steve Guptill. Paging. He reached out to Seattle Fire to see where they are
with next generation paging. They are using First Net for reliability reasons. We need to start thinking
about where we are heading with paging, so please start giving this some thought.

8.

ADJOURN: The Fire TAC / Operations Committee adjourned at 2:41 p.m.

The next Fire Technical Advisory / Operations Committee meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, October
21st at 1:30 p.m. via ZOOM.
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Snohomish County 911
Finance Committee
Meeting Summary for October 8/ 1:30 – 3:00 pm
Location: Web Conference
Meeting Attendance:

Committee Members
David Chan
Jeff Brand
Staff Support Team
Kurt Mills
Brad Steiner



Dave DeMarco (Chair)



Steve Guptill






Angie Baird
Sharon Brendle




Terry Peterson



Chair Dave DeMarco called the meeting to order at 1:30 pm.
Steve Guptill needs to leave the meeting at 2:00, so Kurt asked to move Items 2B and 2C to the
top of the agenda so that the committee can take action while most of the members are present.
2. Old Business
B. Tyler Hardware Procurement and Emergency Declaration. Kurt reported some
significant hardware failures that occurred in September (described in the APF). This
hardware had been scheduled to be replaced in 2021. The money needed is already in
the capital fund, so this would not create any cash flow issues. SNO911 is seeking
authorization to move the project funds from 2021 to 2020.
Steve Guptill moved to recommend that the Board amend Capital Project 80-019 Tyler
Hardware by moving $400,000 from budget year 2021 to 2020. The motion was seconded
by David Chan and approved unanimously.
C. Integration of Ionic Air Cleaners to Facilities. Kurt said that the agency is continuing to
look for ways to improve the safety of the office environment. Based on their research,
along with some consultation with Shaughn Maxwell (South County Fire Deputy Chief),
they have identified these units that embed into the existing HVAC system that clean
pathogens out of the airflow. SNO911 is seeking authorization to integrate these systems
in both campuses. Stand-alone units have already been purchased and are in place at the
Marysville office. SNO911 has adopted an emergency declaration this project will fall
under, and will contract with DK Systems to get the work completed. This vendor is the
City of Everett’s contract HVAC support vendor and is familiar with the building’s HVAC
system and working within the ECC environment. They report that they have these units
in stock but we need to move quickly.
Steve Guptill moved to recommend that the Board authorize acquisition and installation
of in-line HVAC air purification systems at North and South campuses in an amount not
to exceed $32,000 from Operating Fund 70. David Chan seconded the motion and it was
approved unanimously.
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1. Reports
A. Blanket Voucher Report for August and September. These will be included in the
consent agenda at the board meeting and the totals will be read and made a part of the
minutes.
B. 3rd Quarter Report. This, along with the fund balance report was presented by Kurt. There
were no questions on the fund balance report. Kurt pointed out a few things from the 3rd
quarter financials:
 Revenues are as expected
 Overtime is higher than usual,
 7-8 people on maternity leave
 The $700K+ Tyler annual maintenance invoice has been paid
 Agreement was reached with Supervisor’s union, but not with Dispatcher’s union.
 Budget is tracking at 73% with 75% of the budget year.
C. Radio Replacement Project Payment Tracking. Kurt reported that everything is tracking
appropriately with the radio replacement reimbursements. There is an outstanding $20
million invoice with Motorola where they are trying to determine the amount of sales tax
owed. Once they have this amount they will take the invoice to the county for
reimbursement and pay Motorola. All of the equipment connected to the Motorola
invoice has been received and is awaiting programming before being distributed to the
subscribers. More on this next in the meeting.
3. New Business (topic taken out of order).
A. Radio Replacement Sales Tax. Terry Peterson recalled some history dealing with the
Motorola contract. At the time the contract was negotiated, Motorola was asked to
include all sales tax in the price of the project. Motorola estimated sales tax only on
equipment, but failed to include it on services. Also, Motorola has not identified which
services are taxable and which are not under Washington RCW. Worst case scenario is if
there is sales tax applied on all services the additional amount is more than $1.2 million.
We are holding the $20 million subscriber invoice until this issue is resolved. The agency
is going through a process with the Motorola and the Department of Revenue to
determine what services are taxable under Washington State law so they can find out
what the total tax liability is. If there is additional tax liability this would result in an
increase to project costs that were not included in the original budget request.
Asked about what municipalities would be receiving sales tax revenue, it was explained
that all hardware is being shipped to Marysville, and taxes are based upon where the
agency takes possession. Services will be billed and taxes applied based upon where the
services are performed. SNO911 is a retail, not wholesale, purchaser of the equipment.
They currently own the equipment and plan to transfer it to the subscribers. They are not
re-selling the equipment. They are also planning on consulting with the Department of
Revenue to validate they are paying taxes correctly.
Steve Guptill left the meeting at 2:00 p.m.
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2. Wireless Tech Lease Agreements. Brad Steiner presented three new leases that together
allow for the construction of the Cultus Bay and Mill Creek radio sites. He highlighted that
the leases represent a good partnership between SNO911, ICOM911, South Whidbey Fire,
and the City of Mill Creek as all agencies are sharing resources amongst each other to provide
mutual benefit and keep costs down for all parties. ICOM/South Whidbey Fire and SNO911
are expanding where they host each other’s equipment at various radio sites and the City of
Mill Creek is sharing space in its existing facility in order to provide increased coverage in their
direct area. SNO911 will experience a significant cost-savings with the construction of Cultus
Bay as it will allow the decommissioning of the Clinton site when the transition to the new
system is complete. This move will save over $80,000.00 per year vs. staying at the Clinton
location.
4. Good of the Order.
 David Chan reported he has met with Kurt twice and is committed to working with
him and his staff without being dominating. He is also committed on improving his
communication.
 Dave DeMarco asked about status on the financial system review. Angie explained
that she will bring a draft scope of work forward at the next committee meeting.
5. Meeting was adjourned at 2:19. The next meeting is Thursday, November 12, 2020 at 1:30
p.m.
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911 2020 3Q
Finance Department Report

Financial Summary: SNOCO911 2020 3Q

OPERATING

Fund #
70
100 – WT
CLOSED

Beginning Balance

Revenue

Expenditures

Carryover
Transfers
Other

Fund Balance

$1,858,747

$19,004,204

$18,019,241

$141,274

$2,984,984

$1,979,319

$30

$0

$1,979,349

$0

$14,983,882

$1,218

$1,839,491

$358,747

$13,504,356

$356,113

$114

$57,047

$1,479,349

$1,778,529

$6,577,539

$552

$0

$0

$6,578,091

$597,504

$45

$0

$0

$597,549

$133,404

$1,197,579

$1,140,550

CAPITAL
PLAN
80
110 - WT
RESERVES
90
120 - WT
RADIO
REPLACEMENT
PROJECT
130

$190,433

Note: Fund # 100, 110 and 120 are Wireless Technology funds.
Fund 100: The account was closed on March 09, 2020.
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General Operating - 70
Revenue













Current fund balance of $2,984,984. $2.0M has been established as the minimum fund balance
for cash flow purposes and is not counted toward any fund carryover.
Total Revenue received is at 77.3% of budget. Dispatch services received were $12,471,169.
E911 disbursement funds received are $4,922,400 which reflects the normal monthly distribution.
Budgeted E911 funds are placed into Operating first. Budgeted is $6,038,144 for 2020.
Emergency Sales Tax Revenue received was $900,000. Budgeted is $1,200,000 for 2020.
Reimbursed expenses for EPCR were at $117.5k or 116.3% of budget. This was primarily due to
retroactive bill backs to Mukilteo and SCFRA of $26.4k for 2019. Managed Laptop totaled
$199.2k or 134.7% of budget primarily due to the addition of 70 new units by SCFRA in
December 2019. This was not budgeted for.
Locution reimbursements totaled $32.9k.
Wireless Rental Revenue received was $246.4k or 66.5% of budget and tracking as expected.
$81.4k of this amount is pass-through revenue and is offset in Rental Expense below.
YTD Federal Indirect Grant reimbursements are eligible Covid-19 expenses at $66.7k, $293 for
Emphasis patrol and $846 for Complex Coordinated Terrorist Attack training.
Other Miscellaneous Revenue is $15.0k received from E911 for New Hire reimbursements and
$9.1k for Priority Dispatch, $12.3k is for refunds and credits of registration fees, etc. due to
Covid_19, $5.0k from WCIA for attorney and investigation fees, $2.5k for credit card rebates and
$2.8k received for other miscellaneous items.
Interest received is $148.

Expenses


Total Expenditures are at 73.3% of budget. Total reimbursements for Covid-19 related expenses
at September 30, 2020 are $66.7k.

Personnel







Total Personnel expenses are at 73.4% of budget and within budget.
Total hours for Administrative Leave at 09/30/20 were 511 resulting in an expense of $16.7k.
Recruiting Incentives are at $95,200. This was an unbudgeted item. Note: The program has been
discontinued as of June 19th due to reaching authorized staffing levels.
PTO Accrual Cash Outs are at $206,362, which is 206.4% more than budgeted. PTO cash out
options take place in March and November.
PERS costs are at 77.8% and running higher than expected due to OT.
Overtime is $1.485M or at 156.7% of budget. Primary reasons were higher than normal
absenteeism due to PMFL Maternity leaves (2,500+ Hours), Covid-19 (1,550+ Hours), additional
administrative leave due to C-19 social distancing requirements (87 hours), additional medical
leaves, higher than normal bereavement leave, higher than normal Team Training OT for
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Circadian schedule meetings and the largest two contributing factors would be staffing and the
training of new staff. Snohomish County 911 typically under budgets for overtime.
M&O


Total Maintenance and Operations (M&O) costs ($3.0M) are at 72.9% of budget.
o Reimbursed Expenses are at 102.4% of budget. This includes expenses reimbursed for
ACCESS user fees, EPCR, and Managed Laptop. It’s important to note that these costs
are offset by expected reimbursements and that assessments are not affected.
o Professional fees ($192.5k) are at 60.7% of budget. Included in this category are
Applicant Processing fees which are at 95.1% of budget due to the current focus on
hiring.
o Administrative Support expenses ($48.1k) or at 42.2% of budget. This category includes
items such as printing costs, recognition, recruiting advertising campaigns, postage, and
document shredding services.
o Recognition is currently at $522 due to the cancellation of Telecommunicators Week.
o Rent is at $748.8k or at 72.8% of budget as expected. Storage rent trended slightly less
than budgeted due to the elimination of both units.
o Utilities are as expected at $78.6k or at 78.6% of budget.
o Repairs & Maintenance is at $1.3M or 84.1% of budget. Notable payments made during
the third quarter were annual maintenance/service fees to Tyler ($752k), Kronos ($31k),
CDW*G ($31k) and Insight Public Sector ($70k).
o Insurance ($135.3k) is at 130.9% of budget. This is primarily due to the property schedule
being updated for Wireless Tech. In May, $5.8k of the expense was re-classed to the
Radio Replacement Project.
o Communications at $74.5k or at 59.8% of budget are trending as expected. This category
is expected to come in under budget due to the elimination of duplicated services that
took place after budget was prepared last year.
o Training and Travel is at $45.8k or 25.3% of budget. This category is expected to come in
under budget due to the cancellation of training events this year. SNO911 has received
credits for conferences that were unable to be moved to a virtual setting or postponed to
a later date in the amount of $12.3k in reimbursements and credits.
o Minor Capital Equipment expenditures are at $77.2k or at 29.7% of budget. This category
has been reduced for next year’s budget.
o Supplies are at $37.6k or 75.2% of budget and trending in line with budget.

OTHER
Per Board approval on 02/20/20, Operating Fund 70’s Carryover funds of $358,747 were
transferred into Capital Fund 80.
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Payroll & M&O Expenses
January - September
2020
22,000,000
20,000,000
18,000,000
16,000,000
14,000,000
12,000,000
10,000,000
8,000,000
6,000,000
4,000,000
2,000,000
-

$20,515,047

$15,058,928

$2,960,313

Payroll Expense

$4,060,144

M&O Expense
Actual

Budget
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Year To Date Covid-19 Expenses:
Actual Covid_19 expenditures at September 30, 2020 were $303.7k. This amount includes
Personnel, M&O and Capital related expenses. SNO911 management is confident that there will
be more expenditures, however at this point, there is no definitive way to determine how much or
for how long this will last. Additionally, management has entered into a lease for a tertiary
location, beginning on May 1st, 2020, for six months totaling $40,000 with an option to extend for
up to two years, should this emergency continue, for longer than expected, which would result in
a total expenditure of $201,000 for the tertiary center. Utilization of a tertiary location assists with
the County’s readiness for a number of uses, including the ability to relocate all staff from a facility
that requires immediate cleaning, overflow if activity spikes, integration of Police or Fire
Operations Command, joint response to staffing emergencies with other regional ECCs, and
potentially for asymptomatic employees who have valid reasons to request self-isolation but still
desire to work.

Capital 80




Current fund balance is $13,504,356. Per Board approval on 02/20/20, Operating Fund 70’s
Carryover funds of $358,747 were transferred into Capital Fund 80.
Interest received is $1,218.
Expenditures $1.840M and includes $16.8k for CAD enhancements, $6.9k for Datacenter
Servers, $172.6k for Managed Laptop Program, $36.8 for Tenant Building Maintenance, $100.0k
for CAD PCs-Dispatch, $48.2k for Administrative PC's and Displays, $49.2k for Network
Equipment Security, $2.0k for Consulting/Outsourcing, $646.8k for VPAC Virtual Client Portal,
$61.4k for Backups and Storage, $110.1k for PBX refresh, $22.6k for Mobile Manual Ops (CADIn-A-Box), $11.6k for Back Up Cooling System, $33.3k for Dispatch Schedule Alternatives,
$344.7k for SPIDR Tech Law Enforcement, $171.8k for Tertiary 911 Location and $4.7k for other.

General Reserves 90 (Undesignated)



Interest received was $552.
Current fund balance of $6,578,091.

Wireless Technology:
Operating Wireless Technology - 100
On February 20, 2020 the Board authorized dissolving the Wireless Tech Operating Fund 100,
with $500,000 to be transferred to Operating Fund 70, and the remaining balance of $1,479,336
to be transferred to the Wireless Capital Fund 110, plus any additional interest.
Other than interest income, there were no other revenue or expense items during the calendar
year.
The bank account was closed on March 09, 2020.
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Capital Wireless Technology - 110




Current fund balance is $1,778,529. This includes a transfer of $1,479,349 received from the
Wireless Operating Fund discussed above.
Interest received is $114.
Expenditures $$57.0k and includes $57.0k for Generator Replacement at Gold Hill.

Reserves Wireless Technology - 120



Interest received was $45.
Current fund balance of $597,549.
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Snohomish County 911

12:00 PM

Budget vs. Actual General Operating 70

10/02/20
Cash Basis

January through September 2020
Jan - Sep 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4020 · Dispatch Services

Budget

$ Over Budget

% of Budget

12,471,169.41

16,691,090.00

-4,219,920.59

74.7%

4,922,399.97
900,000.00
710,485.11

6,038,144.00
1,200,000.00
645,957.00

-1,115,744.03
-300,000.00
64,528.11

81.5%
75.0%
110.0%

19,004,202.87

24,575,191.00

-5,570,988.13

77.3%

19,004,202.87

24,575,191.00

-5,570,988.13

77.3%

15,058,927.64

20,515,047.00

-5,456,119.36

73.4%

6000 · Reimbursed Expense

177,227.21

173,000.00

4,227.21

102.4%

6150 · Professional Fees

192,543.50

317,000.00

-124,456.50

60.7%

47,989.44

113,628.00

-65,638.56

42.2%

522.33
748,819.33

12,000.00
1,028,207.00

-11,477.67
-279,387.67

4.4%
72.8%

78,603.01
1,344,274.45

100,000.00
1,597,725.00

-21,396.99
-253,450.55

78.6%
84.1%

135,304.00

103,350.00

31,954.00

130.9%

6400 · Communication

74,464.80

124,520.00

-50,055.20

59.8%

6500 · Training and Travel

45,813.49

181,245.00

-135,431.51

25.3%

6600 · Minor Capital Equipment

77,174.10

259,469.00

-182,294.90

29.7%

6700 · Supplies

37,577.43

50,000.00

-12,422.57

75.2%

18,019,240.73

24,575,191.00

-6,555,950.27

73.3%

984,962.14

0.00

984,962.14

100.0%

984,962.14

0.00

984,962.14

100.0%

4040 · E911 Excise Tax Revenue
4045 · Emergency Sales Tax Revenue
4200 · Miscellaneous Income
4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
5000 · Payroll Expense

6200 · Administrative Support
6225 · Recognition
6250 · Rent
6252 · Utilities
6300 · Repairs & Maintenance
6350 · Insurance

Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

148.38
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Snohomish County 911

12:02 PM

Capital Plan 80

10/02/20
Cash Basis

January through September 2020
Jan - Sep 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4300 · Interest
4320 · Other Interest
Total 4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit

1,217.41
1,217.41
1,217.41
1,217.41

Expense
6150 · Professional Fees

33,333.32

6400 · Communication

7,267.98

6600 · Minor Capital Equipment
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

1,798,889.54
1,839,490.84
-1,838,273.43
-1,838,273.43
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Snohomish County 911

12:04 PM

Reserves 90

10/02/20
Cash Basis

January through September 2020
Jan - Sep 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4300 · Interest
4320 · Other Interest
Total 4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

551.70
551.70
551.70
551.70
551.70
551.70
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Snohomish County 911

12:06 PM

Wireless Tech Capital 110

10/02/20
Cash Basis

January through September 2020
Jan - Sep 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4300 · Interest
4320 · Other Interest
Total 4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit

114.26
114.26
114.26
114.26

Expense
6600 · Minor Capital Equipment

57,046.79

Total Expense

57,046.79

Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

-56,932.53
-56,932.53
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Snohomish County 911

12:06 PM

Wireless Tech Reserves 120

10/02/20
Cash Basis

January through September 2020
Jan - Sep 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4300 · Interest
4320 · Other Interest
Total 4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

44.70
44.70
44.70
44.70
44.70
44.70
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Snohomish County 911

12:07 PM

Radio Replacement Project 130

10/02/20
Cash Basis

January through September 2020
Jan - Sep 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4200 · Miscellaneous Income
4280 · Reimbursements

1,197,561.91

Total 4200 · Miscellaneous Income

1,197,561.91

4300 · Interest
4320 · Other Interest

17.86

Total 4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
5000 · Payroll Expense
6150 · Professional Fees
6200 · Administrative Support
6350 · Insurance
6500 · Training and Travel
6600 · Minor Capital Equipment
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

17.86
1,197,579.77
1,197,579.77
131,354.55
135,417.23
497.27
5,773.00
303.60
867,204.68
1,140,550.33
57,029.44
57,029.44
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SNO911 Fund 80 Capital Plan 2020
Last Approved 08/20/2020

Project #
80-001
80-002
80-003
80-004
80-005
80-007
80-009
80-010
80-011
80-012
80-013
80-015
80-016
80-017
80-018
80-019
80-021
80-024
80-025
80-026
80-028
80-029
80-033
80-034
80-035
80-036
80-037
80-038
80-039
80-040
80-044
80-045
80-046
80-047
80-048
80-049
80-050

Updated: 10/01/2020
Project Name
RMS/Mobile/Corrections
CAD
UPS Replacement
Integrated Video Display System
Dispatch Consoles
Datacenter Servers
Managed Laptop Program
Tenant Building Maintenance
CAD PCs-Dispatch
Administrative PC's and Displays
Network Equipment/Security
UPS Battery Replace
Bldg Security Upgrade
Logging Recorder
Consulting/Outsourcing
Tyler Hardware
Center Monitors and Displays
Online Citizen Reporting / Shoplift
VPAC Virtual Client Portal
Tyler/NG Datamart
Backups and Storage
Next Gen 911
PBX Refresh
Mobile Manual Ops (CAD-In-A-Box)
Service Vehicles
Appliances
Furniture Replacement
Future Facility Initative
Dispatch Center Generator Replacement
Backup Cooling System
Advanced Authentication
Earthquake Base ISO Expansion
Data Interoperability
Dispatch Schedule Alternatives
SPIDR Tech Law Enforcement
Tertiary 911 Location
Financial Consultant
Beginning Balance
Expenditures
Net Balance after Exp.
Funds Transfer Per Board Approval
E911 Contribution
Miscellaneous Income
Anticipated Interest Income
Projected YE Balance

YTD
2019
27,450
50
32,582
13,224
438,121
5,953
9,369
376,638

7,315

5,320
36,519

43,692
12,999
0
95,899
0
1,553

221,137

5,147,109
1,401,658
3,745,450
10,601,206
614,943
19,193
3,089
14,983,882

Planned
2020
75,000
120,000
0
5,000
10,000
20,000
200,000
350,000
105,000
50,000
50,000
0
2,000
150,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
650,000
250,000
120,000
50,000
150,000
75,000
0
3,700
12,000

YTD
2020
16,800

6,928
172,558
36,763
100,000
48,156
49,229

1,911
1,446
646,819
61,366
110,133
22,646
348
2,920

0
11,639
50,000

11,639

125,000
50,000
351,071
260,000
0

33,333
344,701
171,795

14,983,882
3,345,410
11,638,472
358,747

14,983,882
1,839,491
13,144,391
358,747

11,997,219

1,217
13,504,356

2021
145,000
155,000
250,000
5,000
30,000
30,000
200,000
12,000
10,000
15,000
55,000
0
15,000
5,000
5,000
400,000
5,000
5,000
15,000
5,000
5,000

2022

2023

2024

2025

0
5,000

0
5,000

0
5,000

175,000
5,000

15,000
100,000
5,000
10,000
5,000
20,000
0
2,000
5,000
0
15,000
5,000
5,000
10,000
15,000
50,000

10,000
150,000
5,000
10,000
5,000
10,000
0
2,000
5,000
0
15,000
5,000
5,000
10,000

10,000
500,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
350,000
15,000
2,000
5,000
0
15,000
5,000
5,000
10,000

10,000
130,000
125,000
100,000
50,000
50,000
30,000

5,000

5,000

50,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

70,000
5,000
12,000
5,700,000

0
5,000
5,000

0
5,000
12,000

0
5,000
5,000

0
5,000
0
0
0

0
5,000
0
0
0

250,000
5,000
0
0
0

50,000
0
0
0

0
20,000

0

0

0

0

11,997,219
2,227,000
9,770,219

9,770,219
6,064,000
3,706,219

3,706,219
262,000
3,444,219

3,444,219
1,229,000
2,215,219

2,215,219
1,640,000
575,219

9,770,219

3,706,219

3,444,219

2,215,219

575,219

5,000
50,000
0
5,000
10,000
740,000
0
5,000
25,000
0
0

150,000
0
15,000
30,000
5,000
650,000
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SNO911 Fund 80 Capital Plan 2020
Last Approved 08/20/2020
Wireless Technology Fund 110 Capital Plan
Updated: 10/01/2020
Last Approved 08/20/2020
Project #
Project Name
110-001
Vehicle & Tire Replacements
110-002
Generator Replacement at Gold Hill
110-003
Clinton Site Move
Roof Replacements for Generators
110-004
110-005
WT Specialized Test Equipment
110-006
Comm. Site Power System Replacements
Comm. Site Building Improvements
110-007
110-008 Comm. Site Tower Upgrades/Replacement
110-009
Comm. Site HVAC Unit Replacements
110-010
Generator Replacements
110-011 WT Network/Camera Upgrade/Sustainment
110-012
Spare Equipment for Existing Systems
110-013
Beginning Balance
Expenditures
Net Balance after Exp.
Previous Year Carryover
Funds Transferred in
Funds Transfer Per Board Approval
Anticipated Interest Income
Projected YE Balance

YTD
2019
37,478
57,047
18,351

0
0
112,876
(112,876)
388,088
80,856
46
356,113

Planned
2020

YTD
2020

62,953
0
100,000

57,047
0
0

356,113
162,953
193,160
0

356,113
57,047
299,066

1,479,349

1,479,349
114
1,778,529

1,672,509

2021
235,000

2022
45,000

2023
45,000

2024
45,000

2025
45,000

0
100,500
0
12,000
15,000
0
110,000
10,000
20,000

144,000
6,000
0
12,000
15,000
20,000
110,000
0
0

0
64,000
0
12,000
15,000
0
0
0
0

0
2,000
0
8,000
15,000
20,000
110,000
0
20,000

0
2,000
0
0
30,000
0
110,000
0
20,000

1,672,509
502,500
1,170,009
0

1,170,009
352,000
818,009
0

818,009
136,000
682,009
0

682,009
220,000
462,009
0

462,009
207,000
255,009
0

1,170,009

818,009

682,009

462,009

255,009
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Radio Replacement Project Cost Tracking
As of 09/30/20
County Tracking

SNO911 Category #
130-001

Cumulative Actual

Additional Detail

221,392.08

$

90,037.53

$

131,354.55

8,135.00

$

6,535.00

$

1,600.00

$

175.42

$

436.80

$

1,467.00

Communications $

4,125.00

$

2,658.00

1,427.40

$

1,427.40

-

Project Tools & Equipment $

5,833.51

$

4,825.32

$

1,008.19

Project Employee Operating Costs (fuel/cellphone/etc) $

1,071.16

$

663.58

$

407.58

12,131.43
$

5,951.33

261,741.84

$

261,741.84

5,773.00

$

5,773.00

$

68.05

$

504,260.75

$

35,502.04

-

130-004

RRP Travel $

12,131.43

$

130-005

Marysville Office Security & Remodel $

89,506.73

$

83,555.40

130-006

Software $

16,443.09

$

16,443.09

130-007

Land & Tower Rentals $

130-008

Aviation Radio Equipment $
Infrastructure

130-009

$

-

Subscribers $

-

$

-

130-011

Motorola Infrastructure/Radio System $

130-012

Paging Equipment $

-

130-013

Microwave Equipment $

-

130-014

Paging Equipment $

130-015

P25 Subscribers - Standard Radios $
Facility R56 Upgrades $
Site Power Upgrades $
New Site Prepreparation - Adding AC Power $
APF - Quality Consultant $

Project Contingency

612.22

Legal $

Project Vehicle Purchase $

Subscriber Units

-

Network Design $
Project ECS Salary & Benefits $

Motorola Infrastructure

130-016

2020 Actual

FCC Licensing $
130-002

Project Management

2019 Actual

SNO911 PM Salary & Benefits $

Construction Permitting $

130-003

2018 Actual

17,081,189.20

3,368,646.10

$

13,712,475.05

504,260.75
35,502.04
130,013.25

Radio configuration changes / Fire dual control head $

-

Radios - Customized radios and Installation $

-

Radios - increased quantity $

-

Fire Model Change to Radios $

$

$

20,413.02

$

109,600.23

-

RRP Tower Loading Study $

92,250.00

$

50,250.00

$

42,000.00

Agency Radio Reimbursement $

31,722.45

$

15,093.48

$

16,628.97

$

22,750.00

$

14,016,683.72

$

1,140,550.33

Permit creation services & support $
Totals

$

22,750.00
18,525,880.15

$

3,368,646.10
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